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LETTERS
■ Hard Times
"Living in Tears" (November 28) was
a very pathetic story. It pictured a country
that has forgotten God. I could not help
but weep for my country. It has never
been this bad in the history of Nigeria.
I remember those old good days.
Transport fare from Sapele to Benin was
only 50 kobo. We were living comfortably
well, and fed conveniently with a monthly
salary that was far below a hundred naira
then. But everything has angrily jumped
up. The cost of living is now unbearable.
We have surely forgotten God. Yet,
the Bible says: "The wicked shall be turned
into hell and all the nations that forget
God." What we now experience must be
the fulfilment of that passage.
The occasional fake calls for a national
fasting and prayer to revamp our ailing
economy by some groups cannot solve
our problems. They can never work. Only
total repentance will bring the desired
glory to Nigeria and her people.
Sunny Agbechoma,
Sapele,
Delta State.
It is really bewildering that while price
of virtually everything is doing the tripple
jump and the purchasing power of
Nigerians continues to diminish very fast
this government encourages lavish
donation from individuals and its agents
towards a family support programme
spear-headed by the first lady. Methinks
the first lady, a mother in every sense,
should be more concerned about the
killing effect of the economic situation on
the family especially amongst the down
trodden. The present situation presents
the government as incapable of grappling
with the problems at hand and finding
workable solutions to them.
Tai Sanni,
Onipanu, Lagos.
The story fell short of telling the
outside world that Nigerians now feed
from the dustbin. It is unfortunate that
those at the head of affairs are surrounded
by sycophants - singing them tunes they
want to hear. The ugly reality is just as
Mrs Aigi Nwanze told Newswatch that
"how to feed is our preoccupation."
Mgbor John Nnanna,
Lagos.

It is disheartening that Nigerians are
suffering so much hardship and
difficulties today not because the country
is at war or suffering some natural
catastrophe, but because of directionless
leadership
and
continuous
wanton
mismanagement
of
the
country's
abundant resources over the decades.
Collectively, Nigerians themselves are to
blame in part. Over the years, Nigerians
have proved to be the easiest people to
rule in the world by allowing their leaders
to keep them perpetually disunited by
the use of ethnic and religious sentiments.
Thus they are never able to stand together

and quit the stage now in the interest of
the poverty-stricken masses.
Ukonu Kalu Agbai,
Aba,
Abia State.
Are those in the corridors of power—
those who eat, live and fuel their cars at
the expense of the state-living in tears?
Are those whose every day needs are
being taken care of from the national
treasury facing any economic hard times?
A good government ought to show
concern for the plight of its citizens as is
currently the lot of Nigerians.
Chux Azuonwu,
Abuja.
It is now crystal clear that living for
most Nigerians, has been reduced to a
mere act of existing; going through the
motion as if in a trance. My heart bleeds
for my fellow country men and I wonder,
just how long can a people continue to
bear this senseless suffering.
Segun Lawrence,
Zaria,
Kaduna State.

and present a strong opposition to bad
governments and policies. So long as this
persists; so long as Nigerians are willing
to fold their arms and only scream Na wa
O! God de!!! to all these man-made and
unnecessary suffering, and so long as
they are willing to keep putting on the
toga to being "unshockable" (apologies
to Ray Ekpu), so long will these difficulties
and hardship continue.
Emeka ]. Eleweke
Manchester,
England.
It is evident now that the government
has lost total control of the economy, nay,
the authority to remain in office. The
present inflationary trend and the
prevalent market distortions are visible
signs of a government at its wits end.
Government should own up its failure

The poor masses of Nigeria are now
suffering untold hardships as we have
never experienced since the end of the
Nigerian civil war, because, while the
leaders of other oil producing countries
invested their oil money in useful
ventures that benefited their citizenry,
our past and present leaders invested our
oil money in unprofitable ventures like
Ajaokuta Steel Complex, FESTAC '77,
Aluminium Smelting Plant, endless tran
sition progra mmes that gulped about N40
billion, funding of ECOMOG Troops,
hosting of ECOWAS and O.A.U. summits,
building of ECOWAS Secretariat, endless
constitutional conferences and numerous
white
elephant
projects abandoned
throughout the country. Had our oil
money been wisely invested, we could
have had a better Nigeria.
The recent increase in fuel prices has
so much fuelled inflation that the
purchasing power of civil servants has
been greatly eroded, with the result that
many of them are resigning their
appointments, as they can no longer make
ends meet.
Ifeka Okonkwo,
Awka.

Typed reactions to the contents of Newswatch, should be addressed to Newswatch Letters, 3 Billings Way
(Off Secretariat Road), Oregun Industrial Estate, P.M.B. 21499, Ikeja, Nigeria. All letters must bear the correct names, addresses and
signatures of the writers. Newswatch resemes the right to edit letters for clarity and brevity.
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CONFERENCE COMMUNIQUE —
TOWARDS GLOBAL YOUTH SERVICE
this end, the pursuit of global peace should be accorded high
e, the leaders of youth service organi
priority by nations, such that social needs will receive more
sations,
scholars
and
government
officials, met in Abuja, Nigeria from 10- adequate attention. Accordingly, the present prohibitive
cost of military-industrial complex and space research should
14 October, 1994 for the second global
be discouraged, worldwide. The collective strength of youth,
conference on youth service initiatives on the theme:
"LINKING YOUTH SERVICE FOR GLOBAL as the commonest asset to all nations, should be fully exploited
in a unipolar world, with declining mutual hostilities.
UNDERSTANDING." The conference deliberated on wide
5. For effective social youth agenda, conferees underlined
ranging issues consisting of sub-themes aimed at enhancing
the importance of the youth acquiring technical,
Youth development and participation in national and
international development, and world peace. The importance
organisational and managerial skills for self-development,
community service and national service. Also meaningful
of youth to long-term world peace cannot be gainsaid.
programmes of rural development, agriculture, relief work,
Urgent action is therefore required at national and
humanitarian services, ecology, education, health, etc.; are
international development. Accordingly, the following sub
to be enriched to enable the youth play a more active and
themes were critically examined:
creative role in the development of humanity. There should
(i)
Youth Service and National Building.
be more effective participation of beneficiary communities
(ii)
Youth Service and Human Heritage.
in youth service activities in all nations. The co-operation of
(iii)
Youth Service and World Peace.
governmental and non-governmental organisations must
(iv)
Youth Service: A Social Action Agenda.
be sought and sustained in this respect, especially
(v)
Youth Service and International Co-operation.
international/United Nations' support. The importance of
involving the youth in the planning and implementation of
2. The conference, in recognition of National Youth Service
youth activities cannot be over-stated. Therefore, there should
as a critical social force in nation-building, affirmed the
be an increased participation of the youth in future global
urgency of leadership skills development in the youth and
conferences.
the application of the acquired skills to foster national
6. While countries that are yet to establish National Youth
integration and general societal progress in all nations. In
Service are enjoined to do so, the conference resolved to
this respect, nations are required to address their specific
form an International Association of National Service for
needs as it is not possible now to develop a common model
multilateral co-operation in tackling social ills, youth research
for all nations. It is hoped that future organisational dynamics
and development, mobilisation of human and material
might lead to a standard model. However, each nation must
resources, and secretariat services for efficient global
create and sustain programmes for motivating the youth
networking. Youth institutional strengthening measures at
towards effective participation in nation building processes,
community, national and international levels must be
especially the participation of women which should be on
encouraged through sub-regional and regional initiatives
the increase.
for a more effective international cooperation and through
3. The conference, in appreciation of the potentials of youth
the related agencies of the United Nations for support and
in preserving human heritage calls for the creation of more
encouragement. The political will of governments is quite
opportunities for the training and fulfilment of the youth,
vital in this regard. Towards the realisation of this goal,
for purposes of transition and continuity between age
some countries have been mandated to work out modalities
categories and the perpetuation of world cultures. Towards
for the take-off of the association. The take-off secretariat
this need, the conference sees the urgency for effective
shall be rotated between host countries of the conference,
leadership in all nations for the involvement of youth in
pending the establishment of permanent structures in future.
decision-making in matters of youth concerns. The need to
Draft modalities would be sent to member countries before
sufficiently address unemployment, drug abuse, and general
the third global conference. Indeed, there has been an
crimes was stressed as panacea for you; alienation from
encouraging increase in the number of participants at the
mainstream society, globally.
second global conference. The third global conference would
4. The conference notes the immense benefits of youth
be held in Papua, New Guinea in 1996.
service as catalysts for world peace, which should be further
7.
Finally, all the foreign delegates expressed immense
harnessed on a concerted global scale. The conference urged
appreciation of the hospitality of the government and people
every nation to join in this common effort for our common
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
future. Consequently, the necessity for an organisational
framework for the creation of an enabling environment,
(Sgd.)
promotive of multicultural and youth information exchange
Nigel Watt
programmes between countries, should be quickened into
Chairman of Session
social action at sub-regional and regional levels. Towards
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take pride in trying
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/A to get our readers prJ:tor:.
JL JÊL. information which is t v l l l v / l H

T NEWSWATCH,WE

time to investigate stories, unearth
new information and facts and
present such to our deserving readers. Over the
years, the network of influential sources we have
built have not failed us. Which is why our stories for
this week will delight you, our faithful readers. For
months, you have challenged us to unravel the
mystery surrounding the way in which the
Babangida administration spent more than $12
billion, accumulated in various special overseas
accounts, including the Gulf war oil windfall of
more than half a billion dollars, in a few short years.
When the Pius Okigbo panel told the head of
state, General Sani Abacha, last year that the money
was squandered on unproductive ventures, we
decided to accept the challenge to find out the
details of the transactions. It was not easy. We spoke
to several sources in Lagos and Abuja in trying to

understand what went on. The
^
story is handled by Wale Akin
Q - |ji^ Aina, assistant editor, who in
^ ■ w Vl 11“ addition to being one of our star

thorough. And you would not
know it the way the man paces the
hallways of our corporate headquarters.
An accompanying story, written by Sam Toa'
Olukoya, the man who is probably the best crime
reporter around, is on the tragedy in some villages
in the Oredo local government area of Edo State,
where thousands of people have died. Their problem
is the sewage water from Benin which empties into
their river, the main source of their drinking water.
It is a very sad story; an avoidable disaster but one
which has been treated without much concern from
the local government, the state government, the
federal government
and just about
a
everyone else. Need
^
^
I say more? Just turn
/-2ÿW~
the pages.
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'QUOTES'
I feel lighter. I have got rid of a great
weight.

— Silvio Berlusconi, a billionaire
media tycoon and Italy's prime
minister who resigned recently.
Class is not d eterniined by income alone,
riches can be low-class slobs and the
genteel down-at-the-heels can be highclass povertarians.
— William Safire in
The International Herald Tribute,

We would make it if our leaders are
concerned with our welfare, and not
pre-occupied with looting the treasury.
— An editorial in Vanguard
Some people thought that if you can
pursue the mallams by the road side,
you will stop the (black) market. But the
market is not by the roadsides. The
market is created once eveiy Nigerian
has a right to hold some currency.
— Dennis Odife, managing director of
Centre-Point Merchant Bank on the
Nigerian economy in 1994.

I knew it was a hostage situation when
they shouted, "Allah is great"
— 40-year-old Algerian mechanic now
living in France who was a passenger on
the hijacked Air France craft.

While there are two sides to the issue of
abortion, there are no two sides to the
issué of shooting people for their
opinions.
— Eleanor Smeal,
president of the Fund for t)\e
Feminist Majority reacting
to the killing of two women
at the Planned Parenthood clinics
in the US by an anti-abortion
crusader.

As a disciplined soldier, Sani Abacha
would not tamper with the recom
mendations
of
the
constitutional
conference.
— Onyekachi Onyekwere, Abia State
delegate to the constitutional
conference.

It's just a game. You knock off one guy
for drug trafficking and there's a dozen
more waiting to take his spot.
— Phil Humphries, sergeant and head of
the drug squad of the Royal Canadian
Mounted police in Nanaimo, British
Columbia on the growing
drug trade there.

Newswatch, January 16,1995
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PREFACE TO COVER

Code Of Conduct
By Chukwuemeka Gahia
"In war and in peace, your Majesty has
never considered the state of the finances when
deciding on expenditure, a fact that is
extraordinary, indeed, quite unparalleled
his complaint from jean colbert, louis

XIV'S economic Czar, was courageous and
uncommon. Many a Frenchman otherwise held the
Great Monarch in awe. Louis proclaimed himself
the very embodiment of the state and the state an embodiment
of himself.
Denied of stature but strong and
handsome, a great horseman, fencer,
dancer and, of course, a lover of war
associated exercise, Louis is regarded as
the father of absolutism, the man who
forged the concept of "dictatorship by
divine right" and gave France its longest
despotic rule.
It was a sin to disobey or rebel against
the king.' The laws said he was "the
master and owner of the bodies and
property" of all Frenchmen, free to do
with them as he pleased. Every aspect of
the state, from palace protocols to public
works was under his firm grip. The
noblemen, were unceasingly rebellious
and beyond his control initially but he
soon won them over, managing to cor
rupt them through gambling and
patronage. And Europe, he held to
ransom.
France was to suffer for all this.
Untrammelled rule breeds excesses,
weakens the state in the end, and distorts
the fabric of society. Louis gave France grandeur and continental
power. But it was not to last. The threats posed by his wars
united Europe against France, rendering it vulnerable later. At
home, the picture was no less bleak. Louis, wrote John
McManners, a historian, presided over "an absolutism
tempered by insolvency".
History continues to produce Louis XIV s. Dictatorships
continue to rise arid fall and rise again. The story repeats itself.
There are nations still pinned down in the grip of autocratic
control; Leaders who confuse themselves with the state proper,
seeing no difference and, at times, even towering above it.
Mobutu Sese Seko rose to become richer than Zaire. Ferdinand
Marcos pocketed the Phillipines for as long as he ruled. His
wife, Imelda, pocketed the treasury, junketing around the
globe, buying every available expensive shoe, jewelry or
dress.
In each instance or similar cases the sense of proportion
and even of self control was completely abandoned. Those
leaders, while failing to observe any known convention of

T
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accountability or transperancy, could not even accord with any
sense of personal moral obligation to their conscience and to
golden rule.
Luckily, we have, Machiavelli, the Italian political
philosopher, to explain these mindboggling irrationalities and
inanities. Machiavelli was the first theorist to write about power
from the angle of the personal experience of a diplomat, court
adviser and historian. He would say leaders, of the sort we are
examining, are power-drunk. He recommended ruthlessness
and disregard of morality in the acquisition and retention of
power, his dictum being that the end justifies the means. Because
of this, he is, in the words of A. Titarenko, seen as the apologist
of "the politics that ignores all moral
1 taboos and decent standards in the
2 power struggle."
^ Robert Sobel, author of Nicolo
^ Machiavelli's The Prince, describes
§ morality as the belief in and practice of
a set of rules or beliefs.
The individual who shares but does
not practice them becomes a hypocrite
where he recognises the deviation. He
is immoral if he does not. A person who
does not even have these beliefs is
amoral. Finally, each society is based on
what Sobel calls public morality. Many
a statesman worship Machiavelli but
forget that he sought at length to draw
attention to that unwritten code of public
conduct which any man, least of all a
statesman, ignores at his own peril. The
prince may be ruthless in acquiring
power, Machiavelli contends, but must
be moderate once he achieves it. He
may resort to evil in his power play but
must recognise that a reputation for
evil is a despicable thing. Machiavelli
was aware that a prince that loses his sense of balance and
propriety : forfeits i public trust.
Erring and not betraying public trust, and abiding by the
requirements of accountability are standards every Nigerian
has sought to be judged on. They are conventions ostensibly
enshrined in our constitutions. Official oaths allude to them.
There is even a Code of Conduct Bureau to see to it that the oaths
are kept. But the evidence is that the oaths are observed in the
breach. The laws stipulate, for instance, that assets must be
declared openly at the beginning and the end of tenures. But no
Nigerian leader has done this. Everyone seeks power but evades
at the same time the responsibilities that go with it. When the
civilians are in power, they have a jamboree. When the soldiers
take over, there is both a jamboree and what Victor Adler,
founder of the Austrian Social Democratic Party, called "a
despotism tempered by casualness" as events have shown.
Public trust and accountability in this country have always
been subverted in principle and practice by the very people
who profess to be committed to their observance.
Newswatch, January 16, 1995
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Pandora’s Box
Unravelling the details of how former President Ibrahim
Babangida spent the oil windfall is “like peeling an onion”
By Wale Akin Aina
OW WAS $571.78
country earned in oil# sales between
million
(N12.58
September 1988 and J une 1994 and which
billion)
additional
was placed in special accounts. Most of it
revenue
from
was earned during the administration of
crude
oil
sales
Ibrahim Babangida, former president and
during
the
nine
a retired general.
month Gulf war/crisis spent? Last
In week
June 1991, William Keeling, the
sources told Newswatch thatLagos
unravelling
correspondent for the London
the details of how the money was spent is
Financial Times, was deported for
"like peeling an onion. Tears well up in
reporting that Nigeria had spent more
your eyes but you don't want to stop."
than half of an estimated $3 billion it
ThewindfalTwas as a result of a surge
earned during the crisis. Government said
in prices of crude oil (an average of $23
then that the report was false. Alex
per barrel during the crisis) following the
Akinyele, former information minister in
scarcity of supplies in the international
the Babangida administration, said the
market (a shortfall of four million barrels
money was used to create a foreign cur
per day). The money was also part of the
rency stabilisation account. He added that
$12.4 billion (N272.8 billion) which the
as at the end of June 1991, $1.7 billion

H

Babangida: Directed disbursements from special accounts
Newswatch, January 16,1995

remained as balance in the account.
Last October, Pius Okigbo, an econo
mist, who headed a panel to reorganise
the Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN,
revealed that $12.2 billion of the $12.4
billion had been spent. He said that only
$206 million was left but added that most
of the money was "spent on what could
neither be adjudged genuine high priority
projects or truly regenerative invest
ment/' In simple English, the money was
squandered.
Weeks of investigations in Abuja and
Lagos by Newswatch confirmed the
observations of the Okigbo panel and
revealed
questionable
and
often
unexplained expenses by the Babangida
administration. Records available to the
magazine indicated that the Nigerian
High Commission in London was
allocated $18.2 million or 3.2 percent of
the $571.78 million of the oil windfall.
Other embassies also benefited from the
former president's largesse, although
there were no papers to show how they
spent the money. Among the beneficiaries
are the Nigerian Embassy in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, which collected $14.99
million; Nigerian embassies in Teheran,
Iran; Niamey, Niger; and Islamabad,
Pakistan, which got $2.76 million, $3.80
million and $3.80 million, respectively.
However, the Nigerian Embassy in
Israel got $13.07 million. Newswatch also
found out that $1 million and $0.50 million
were given to Liberia and Ghana respec
tively as gifts. The former president's
travels abroad gulped $8.95 million from
the windfall money, while those of his
wife, Maryam Babangida, cost $0.99
million.
That is not all. Newswatch sources have
confirmed that welfare expenses at Dodan
Barracks, Lagos, and Aso Rock, Abuja,
cost $23.98 million, while $18.30 million
was expended on television and video
9
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equipment for the presidency. A
documentary film on Nigeria titled:
Nigeria: Journey to Nationhood, detailing
the country's history from the colonial
times to the administration of Babangida
was produced in 1991 for $2.92 million.
Sources also disclosed that television and
video equipment for the Ahmadu Bello
University, ABU, cost $17.90 million,
while medical equipment for A so Rock
Clinic cost $27.25 million. The Army, the
sources added received $3.85 million for
ceremonial uniforms, while another
$323.35 million was given the ministry of
defence. Money from the windfall that
was spent on security was $59.72 million,
while defence attaches in the embassies
of Nigeria abroad got $25.49 million.
Newswatch also learnt that $1.04 million
was spent on the General Staff

Headquarters, GHQ.
How the money was used by the
different government agencies were at
best not specific and at worst, obscure. A
presidency source said that the defence
ministry which got 56.55 percent of the
money did not state any specific project it
used it for, although it was speculated
that part of the money was used for the
. car gift to military officers. Also, it was
not clear why the embassies normally
funded by the ministry of foreign affairs,
needed a total of $56.64 million or why
defence attaches got $25.49 million. All
the money - $12.4 billion - was kept in
dedication, stabilisation or other special
accounts which were hardly applied for
the purpose for which they were
originally designed. The dedication and
other special accounts in particular, were

applied beyond their original scope,
clearly
undermining
their
fiscal
objectives. For example, the dedication
account was extended to a lot of non
priority projects and the stabilisation
account was used to cover up expenditure
of excess revenues which surpassed
projected earnings. Newswatch was told
that funds in special accounts were spent
as fast as they were accumulated. Okigbo
while presenting his report to General
Sani Abacha, last year, said "these
disbursements
were
clandestinely
undertaken while the country wa s openly
reeling with crushing external debt
overhang - these represent, no matter the
initial justification for creating the
accounts, a gross abuse of public trust."
(Newswatch October 24,1994).
The dedication account was created

Table 1

EXPENDITURE OF DEDICATION ACCOUNT US$ 571.78m
US$(m)
18.12

Nigerian Embassy - London
Nigerian Embassy - Riyadh
Nigerian Embassy - Teheran
Nigerian Embassy - Niamey
Nigerian Embassy - Pakistan
Nigerian Embassy - Israel
Ministry of Defence
Security
Defence Attaches
GHQ

TV Equipment for ABU
Documentary film on Nigeria
TV/Video for the presidency

14.99
2.76
3.80
3.80
13.07
323.35
59.72
25.49
i.o\

Ceremonial Uniform for the army
Staff Welfare, Dodan Barracks, Aso Rock
President's travels abroad
Travels of First Lady abroad
Medical Equipment for Aso Rock
Gifts, Liberia
Gifts, Ghana

US$(m)
17.90
2.92
18.30
3.85
23.98
8.95
.99
27.25
1.00
.50

TABLE 2

RECEIPTS INTO DEDICATION AND SPECIAL ACCOUNTS (USS.M)
YEAR
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
TOTAL

DEDICATION
232,437,602.47
459,780,924.00
757,622,219.28
1,033,905,351.10
1,581,441,683.22
1,630,961,477.00
499,231,995.35
6,195,381,252.42

NNPC SALES OF
MINING RIGHTS
—
1,525,603,593.78
1(X),329,559.95
69,962,570.31
49,942,082.89
1,639,453.03
27,175.87
1,747,504,435.83

SIGNATURE
BONUS
—
—
—

—
—
100,052,188.65
17,479.68
100,069,668.33

STABILISATION
—
—
1,234,266,271.23
1,160,823,343.91
1,992,390,288.27
9,163,487.02
1,967,091.93
4,398,610,482.36

TOTAL
232,437,602.47
1,985,384,517.78
2,092,218,050.46
2,264,691,265.32
3,623,774,054.38
1,741,816,605.70
501,243,742.83
12,441,565,838.94

Note: The figures for 1994 are up to June only.
Source: Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN.
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in 1986 by former President Babangida
with 20,000 barrels per day to fund the
Liquefied Natural Gas, LNG, project.
Earnings from the allocation were paid
into a special account with the Midland
Bank of London. In 1988 other special
accounts were created to fund specific
developmental
projects
(Table
2).
According to CBN sources the receipts
for the dedication account between 1988
and June 30 1994, totalled $6.195 billion
but $6.109 billion was disbursed leaving
a balance of about $85.9 million. Sales of
mining rights by the Nigerian National
Petroleum Corporation, NNPC, which
was also placed in a special account
recorded $1.747 billion within the period.
Of this, $1.745 billion was spent leaving a
balance of $1.66 million. The Signature
Bonus account had $101.06 million. Only
$1.06 million was kept after $99 million
was disbursed. Similarly, only $117.3
million was left in the Stabilisation
account which had $4.398 billion.
On the whole, receipts from the
various accounts were $12.441 billion out
of which $12 235 billion was disbursed.
That left a balance of only $206.03 million
(Table 3). Sources at the CBN also gave a
breakdown of the expenditure from the
dedication account on projects between
1988 and 1994. These are the Federal
Capital Territory, Abuja, which got $1.518
billion and the Ajaokuta Steel Plant which
received $1.473. The Aluminium Smelter
Plant in Ikot Abasi, Akwa Ibom State,
also received $765.45 million; Itakpe Iron
Ore project got $804.81 million; Shiroro
Electricity project received $91 million
while other projects received $651 million
(Table 4).
From the dedication accounts alone,
the projects received a total of $5.304

billion between 1988 and 1994. The
presidency got $262 million, Defence
received $401.2 million, while $130.7
million was disbursed on security. Other
projects which CBN sources were not
specific about $10.5 million (Table 5).
Many of the projects, however, especially
Ajaokuta and the Aluminium Smelter,
plant are either of doubtful viability or
misplaced priority. World Bank reports
on the two projects have described them
as expensive and unviable. The dedication
and special accounts were indeed,
according to the sources, parallel budgets
for the presidency and the decision of
what projects to be financed was by
Babangida alone, depending on pressures
brought to bear on him by sponsors of

specific items.
How were the accounts operated?
According to sources in Lagos and Abuja,
request for money from the accounts
were, in the instance of securityvand
defence matters, ntade by the then
director-general
of
the
National
Intelligence Agency, NIA, Halilu Akilu,
a retired brigadier-general or by the
former governor of the CBN, Abdulkadir
Ahmed. In some cases, the governor may
approve money from the accounts and
simultaneously send a request to the
former President Babangida for approval.
At other times Akilu would go directly to
the director of foreign operations with
his request which is later referred to
Ahmed for approval. At no time,

Abacha: What next?

TABLE 3

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS OF DEDICATION AND SPECIAL ACCOUNTS (US$.M)
1988 TO 30TH TUNE. 1994
RECEIPTS

DISBURSEMENTS

BALANCE

Dedication

6,195,381,252.42

6,109,437,372.97

85,943,879.45

NNPC Sales of Mining Rights

1,747,504,435.83

1,745,841,416.91

1,663,018.92

100,069,668.33

99,000,0(X).00

1,069,668.33

4,398,610,482.36

4,281,250,046.02

117,360,434.34

12,441,565,838.94

12,235,528,835.90

206,037,001.04

ACCOUNT

Signature Bonus
Stabilisation
TOTAL
Source: CBN.
Newswatch, January 16,1995
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according to CBN sources, was there any
document in which Babangida directed
the way the accounts should be operated.
In fact, the sources added, at no time
were the accounts operated when Ahmed
was away. He was the only one who, as
governor, had the authority to effect
payment on the authority of the president.
Payment was made when Ahmed sent a
minute to the bank's director of foreign
operations through the deputy governor,
international relations. But both officials,
according to the sources, only acted on
the authority of the governor.
Presidency sources told Newswatch
that if money from the dedicated account
was needed for any undertaking, a note
was sent by Ahmed to the CBN's director
of foreign operations stating that he
should release so many million dollars
for such project. It would then be stated
that the note should stand as a directive
and a receipt for such money. In all cases,
the accounts were debited accordingly.
CBN sources said that the bank did not
request, demand or was it given any
documentary evidence of the services or
projects paid for because these were
deemed classified.
In the case of payment of contractors,
only certificates of performances were
lodged with the bank and at no time
were the original contract documents
made available to the CBN. Ahmed, the
sources say, would from time to time
review the performance certificates and
as governor of the bank direct tha t money
from any one of the special accounts be
used to pay the contractors. It was,
therefore, not possible, the bank sources

complained to check requests for payment
against the total value of the contract so
as to guard against double payment or
inaccurate claims. The bank only effected
payment once it confirmed that signatures
were genuine. It had no authority to verify
the authenticity of any claim. Newswatch
learnt that in a number of cases there
were variations between amounts
approved for payments and the actual
amount disbursed.
Furthermore, the way the accounts
were operated and the manner in which

money was withdrawn from them made
it unclear which particular account should
be debited for a particular project whether Dedication, Sale of Mining
Rights, Signature Bonus or Stabilisation
accounts. Said a source, "it was like the
governor (Ahmed) had a buffet. You
could pick from any dish you liked." The
sources said further that at no time did
the former governor recommend and try
to utilise the monies in the special
accounts to build up the country's external
reserves.
This was to be one of the sorry effects
of the manner in which the special
accounts were operated. Okigbo last
October said: "Had these resources of
$12.4 billion, or even a significant portion
been paid into the external reserves, the
impact on the naira/dollar exchange rate
today; on the attitude of our external
creditors; on the credibility of Nigeria
and on the environment for foreign
investment, etc. would have been
incalculable."
A CBN source explained last week
that if the money had been used to build
up the external reserves, the impact on
the exchange rate would had been so
strong that by last year, N1 would have
exchanged for $1.004 or even less. More
importantly, a t $4 billion in debt servicing
payment per annum, the country would
have been able to clear its interest for
three years and would have received
generous rescheduling arrangements
from the London and Paris Clubs. Both
held 7.16 percent and 63.24 percent
respectively of the country debts by 1993.
But in the period between 1988 and 1993,

TABLE 4

EXPENDITURE OF DEDICATION ACCOUNT ON PROTECTS (USS.M)
ABUJA

YEAR

AjAOKUTA

ALUMINIUM
SMELTER

ITAKPE

SHIRORO

OTHERS

TOTAL

1988

—

47,065,882.35

—

27,615,914.78

379,119.85

8,450,000.00

83,510,916.98

1989

39,014,250.12

240,809,840.90

119,478,235.30

46,681,496.04

37,485,888.82

9,537,923.50

493,007,634.68

1990

115,382,360.59

366,098,538.19

138,667,121.64

74,309,666.64

14,220,062.61

89,940,151.34

798,617,901.01

1991

733,869,995.20

373,008,437.80

224,040,878.40

275,387,670.70

2,491,065.94

111,837,521.60

1,720,635,569.64

1992

435,617,777.93

297,391,558.50

198,568,328.94

280,329,759.65

32,609,984.95

280,890,872.44

1,525,408,282.41

1993

131,854,195.10

148,866,503.50

84,697,985.29

100,334,240.90

3,860,237.17

140,016,439.90

609,629,601.86

1994

62,732,533.34

0.00

0.00

157,489.82

o.uo

10,665,216.89

73,555,240.05

1,518,471,112.28

1,473,240,761.24

765,452,549.57

804,816,238.53

91,046,359.34

651,338,125.67

5,304,365,146.63

TOTAL

Source: CBN.
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Nigeria's external debt continued to grow.
In 1988 it was $30.69 billion. It rose to
$33.99 billion in 1990, but dropped slightly
to $28,718 billion in 1993. In 1988, the
external debt was $17.34 billion (Table 6).
The World Bank had long criticised
the operation of the special accounts by
the Nigerian government. Last October,
at its annual general meeting in
Washington, the bank said that Nigeria
should close down the accounts as they
were drain pipes and conduits for
corruption. The bank observed that with
the operation of dedication and other

Ahmed: Authorised payments

special accounts, actual revenue figures
earned by Nigeria is difficult to ascertain
and therefore it was difficult for it to
assist in rescheduling the na tion's external
debts or granting it concessionary
arrangements with major creditors. The
World Bank observed that though Nigeria
, for instance, said it earned N63.55 billion
in 1992, its actual revenue from oil was
more than that. It also said government
should stop extra-budgetary spending.
CBN officials think the World Bank is
right. According to them the receipts of
earnings into the dedication and other
special accounts were never reflected in
the budget. Also, the receipts and balances
in these accounts, they said, were not
included in the federation account. The
implication is that by not placing receipts
in the federation account, the federal
government had forcibly acquired what
would have legitimately gone to the state
and
local
governments,
thereby
disrespecting the revenue allocation
formula.
In all these, the NNPC cannot be
completely absolved. It is the NNPC
which directs crude oil buyers on which
of the accounts to make payments,
although the monies in the special
accounts do not form part of the
corporation's oil sales. Last October,
Emmanuel Abisoye, a retired majorgeneral, who headed a panel that looked
into the activities of the corporation,
discovered thatN71.39 billion the country
earned in oil revenue and lodged in
several accounts of the NNPC between
1991 and 1993 had been misappropriated.
The money was said to have been paid

out by the corporation on the orders of
government.
Last December 15, the National
Economic Intelligence Committee, NEIC,
lamented the fact that the NNPC and
CBN budgets, which together amount to
70 percent of the federal government
budget are a threat to fiscal stability and
monetary
management.
The
NEIC
observed: "Added to this is the fact that
dedicated accounts which are projected
a t about 40 percen t of fédéra 1 government
budget are controlled by the two vital
and seemingly independent agents of
government." Abisoye found the manner
in which NNPC managed its accounts
distressing. He observed in his report to
government: "NNPC does not respect its
own budget. NNPC does not respect its
own plans. NNPC does not respect
constituted authorities."
This appears reflected in the events
following the change of pump head prices
of petrol from 70 kobo to N3.25 in
November 1993. In canvassing for the
hike, the NNPC promised to pay the
government N20 billion, pointing out that
out of the amount, government would be
able to ameliorate the consequences of
the increase on workers and the cost of
living. But as at last December 15, the
NNPC had only paid government N1.8
billion leaving a debt balance of N18.2
billion. Even then the payment of N1.8
billion was made after great pressures
from the federal ministry of finance and
the NEIC.
Sources at the presidency told
Newswatch that it was because NNPC
didn't pay that government decided all

TABLE 5

DISBURSEMENTS FROM THE DEDICATION ACCOUNT (USS.M)
YEAR

PROJECTS

PRESIDENCY

DEFENCE

SECURITY

OTHERS

TOTAL

1988

83,510,916.98

6,000,000.00

—

—

—

89,510,916.98

1989

493,007,634.68

11,812,795.44

44,759,397.07

19,059,914.58

—

568,639,741.77

1990

798,617,901.01

52,334,102.39

58,797,879.00

405,174.60

—

910,155,057.00

1991

1,720,635,569.64

40,660,170.92

27,296,186.52

9,479,332.35

—

1,798,071,259.43

1992

1,525,408,282.40

102,405,398.65

134,839,748.30

12,250,000.00

—

1,774,903,429.35

1993

609,629,601.88

49,359,539.33

89,981,678.60

66,714,545.00

8,970,661.44

824,656,026.25

1994

73,555,240.05

—

45,556,007.88

22,859,694.26

1,530,000.00

143,500,942.19

5,304,365,146.64

262,572,006.73

401,230,897.37

130,768,660.79

10,500,661.44

6,109,437,372.97

TOTAL

Source: CBN.
Newswatch, January 16,1995
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TABLE 6

EXTERNAL NATIONAL DEBT (USS.M)
CREDITOR
CATEGORY

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

Multilateral

1,097.00

1,317,00

1,887.00

2,985.00

2,838.00

3,171.00

3,842.00

4,016.00

4,518.00

3,694.70

Paris Club

5,811.00

7,833.00 10,228.00 12,589.00 14,400.00 15,871.00 17,171.00 17.793.00 16,454.70 18,160.50

London Club

4,996.00

3,560.00

6,088.00

5,860.00

5,960.00

5,680.00

5,861.00

5,988.00

2,120.00

2,055.80

Promissory Notes 4,125.00

4,255.00

4,498.00

4,850.00

4,810.00

4,553.00

4,550.00

4,479.00

3,246.00

3,159.90

Others

1,939.00

2,873.00

2,032.00

2,685.00

2,311.00

1,675.00

1,454.00

1,226.10

1,647.30

TOTAL

1,318.00

17,347.00 18,904.00 25,574. (X) 28,316.00 30,693.(X) 31,58^.00 33,099.00 33,730.00 27,564.80 28,718.20

Source: Federal Ministry of Finance.

payments for the purchase of fuel from
NNPC depots should be made to
government's account in the CBN. From
this, an agreed ratio of sharing would be
reached between government and NNPC.
Last week, however, NNPC officials
offered an explanation on why they were
unable to pay the arrears. According to
them, government has not paid the
corporation a kobo since the prices were
raised to Nil per litre. They told
Newswatch that NNPC was to get N1.75
out of the Nil. That explanation did not
clear the confusion or answer the question
why the corporation is still unable to
keep its own side of the original bargain.

According to sources, the problem facing
the NNPC is one of executive interference.
Although government withdraws money
from the corporation by fiat, it sometimes
struggles to pay its joint-venture partners.
This is why the NNPC struggles for
increment
in
domestic
petroleum
products, the last was the 339 percent
increase in fuel prices last October. This is
exactly
why
the
Abisoye
panel
recommended that the NNPC be freed
from the ministry of petroleum resources
and be allowed to operate as a purely
commercial organisation. The Abisoye
panel was also said to have advised
government to withdraw from the oil

Abisoye: Allow NNPC a free hand

Okigbo: Stop special accounts

Newswatch, January 16,1995

industry and allow NNPC a free hand.
This was the same recommendation that
had been made much earlier by the
defunct
Technical
Committee
on
Privatisation
and
Commercialisation,
TCPC.
Newswatch learnt that the Okigbo
panel recommended that all further
disbursements from the CBN special
accounts,
including
the
dedication
account, be discontinued while the
remaining funds in them be transferred
to the external reserves. The Okigbo panel
also directed that receipts from sales of
dedicated crude oil be paid into the
external reserves. From the beginning of
this year, it said, there should be no more
dedication of crude oil. And that if there
is to be a dedication account, a full
disclosure of both expected revenue and
projects of expenditure should be
announced in the budget. The Okigbo
panel, according to sources, also said that
the GHQ special account should be
transferred to the Federal budget.
Last year, the Abacha administration
in responding to international pressure,
pledged to discontinue the dedication of
crude oil. It said specific projects would
be funded through direct budgetary
allocation. In fact, it allocated $279 million
as special treasury allocation to finance
certain projects. Only the dedication of
oil from the funding of the LNG project
was to continue. Curiously, however, the
government increased the amount of
' dedicated oil from 105,000 barrels per
day to 150,000 per day by last June. It is
not clear whether government will
continue with this pattern when it
announces its 1995 budget.M
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A LAMINE LTD. SUPPLEMENT ON LBN
LEVER BROTHERS NIGERIA PLC

A Colossus at
has developed locally a large supply of its
raw materials needs, is also of important
relevance; LBN pioneered, and continues
to sustain, its multiple efforts at the
development and utilization of local raw
materials and import substitutions. This
scheme has given LBN a very competitive
advantage and won for it several national
awards.

Lamine Okion Ojigbo
As it celebrates its 70th anniversary
with a profit before tax of N898.5 million
in 1993, about fc?g and a half million naira
(N2.5 million) per dav. Lever Brothers
Nigeria Pic, is a colossus bestriding the
industrial and economic life of our nation.
From its modest beginnings in Nigeria in
1923 as a private company, Lever Brothers
Nigeria Pic has grown into a successful
economic giant which is publicly quoted on
the Nigerian Stock Exchange. Perhaps the
longest surviving manufacturing company
in Nigeria, LBN has recorded tremendous
achievements and very impressive financial
successes. Even with the constraints of a
weakened, limp and wilted naira as well as
escalating inflation, both of which have
depressed consumer demands and reduced
his purchasing power, and in spite of the
harsh nationwide economic conditions, the
company continues to improve on previous
performances.
LBN’s successes are due to its quality
products as well as an efficient nationwide
distribution network. LBN also owes its
successes to a well-trained and effective
management and to a dedicated staff; they
have made the company triumph by way of
product innovations and diversification as
well as by way of product development
and improvement, particularly because of
the austere economic conditions. Similarly,
its research as well as its tradition of
regular review of quality standards are
compelling attributes that have also yielded
LBN’s superior products. Its "backward
integration" policy, whereby the company

These factors, among others, have made
LBN satisfy the ever increasing demands
of the ever growing sophistication of the
Nigerian consumer. Of course, the locally
manufactured products conform to the
high international standards of LBN’s
overseas partners, Unilever, be it its
international toilet soap brands such as
Lux, Astral, Asepso or other personal care
products which include Pepsodent and its
Close-up tooth pastes. The same rigorous
demands for superior quality standards
also apply to LBN’s manufacture of its
edible products. These range from its
Blue Band magarine to its Lipton Yellow
Label Tea as well as its Tree Top Orange
and Black Currant drinks. Other edible
products include LBN’s superb, foamless
Oroyo cooking oil and the company’s tasty
Royco food seasoning both of which have
brought applause and smiles to numerous
kitchens and housewives.
Its "3A’s" factories at three locations —
Apapa, Lagos State, Agbara in Ogun State
and Aba in Abia State - continue to churn
out over 40 first rate quality products in
various pack sizes. Its quality brands have
made LBN "AMvst In ‘Every Home" through
out Nigeria and beyond her borders to the
West African sub-region as well as even to
Central Africa. A satisfied consumer
audience has rewarded LBN with the lead

Chief Rufus l'oluso Cijwa

Chairman and Managing Director
share of the market. And the company’s
turnover increases from year to year, as is
also true of its annual financial returns.
In 1991, it made a profit before tax of
N248 million compared to profit before tax
of N361 million the following year, 1992,
that is, about one million naira per day.
Profit before tax in 1993 increased to
N898.5 million, that is, about two end* ha£f
mi/Don naira per day -- week-ends and public
holidays included. LBN shareholders know
that they possess an invaluable asset whose
performance brings broad smiles as the
cash register continuously ticks and yields
high profits and dividends. The future
looks even brighter.

Three hearty cheers to
Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic
at 70.

Happy Birthday, LBN

A LAMINE LTD. SUPPLEMENT ON LBN

EXCELLENCE & SUCCESS

LBN hallmarks for now and the future
Lamine Ofcion Ojigôo
Let the bugles sound. Let out a loud flourish of the
trumpets. Let the salvoes boom. Let the fanfare be a
triumphant commemoration and salute to the 70 years exist
ence in Nigeria of Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic. Perhaps the
longest surviving manufacturing company in this nation, at
three and a half score years in 1993, LBN is the light of the
manufacturing sector of our economy and it deserves all the
praise, fanfare and accolades as it sits up there in the forefront.
“A city that is set on a hill cannot be hid," St. Matthew tells
us in the Scriptures.

‘Beflinninfls
From its modest beginnings in Nigeria in 1923, Lever
Brothers Nigeria Pic has grown into a successful economic
giant, thanks to the foresight of its founder, William Hesketh
Leverhulme, who saw in Nigeria the potentials of a vast
market beyond the United Kingdom where he had already
founded Lever Brothers UK. The Nigerian branch of his
company was initially known as Lever Brothers (West Af
rica) Limited when it was incorporated as a private company
in the country on April 11,1923; it was engaged then largely
in the sales of soap. It changed its name a year later, in 1924,
to West African Soap Company Limited. Sensing a profitable
ftiture in the Nigerian market, the company opened its own
factory at Apapa that same year, 1924, to produce bar soaps.
Leverhulme died a year later, in 1925.
Besides having founded a company that is one of the
world's largest soap manufacturing companies, Leverhulme
helped improve on the process of soap making as well as on
its mass production. He was also committed to a good welfare
package for his staff; the package included good wages,
profit-sharing, shorter working hours as well as a good
working environment. Even in Parliament, where he served
from 1906 to 1909, Leverhulme had fought for social rights
of workers. His efforts earned him the title of Viscount in
1922. It was a year later that he came to Nigeria to establish
a branch of his company. Though he did not live long to see
his Nigerian business grow, he had set a tradition which others
looked up to with vigour, dedication and determination to
make the company a success. Thus, this anniversary is in a
way a tribute to him and to all those who earned on from
where he, Viscount Leverhulme (1851-1925), left off.
Thirty years after its first factory was established in
Nigeria, the company in 1955 changed its name to Lever
Brothers Nigeria Limited; it had in the mean time diversified
into the production of edibles. As time progressed, it in
creased its product range to include personal care products,
such as Lux Toilet Soap and Signal toothpaste and a range of
hair shampoos. Of course, the production of bar soap contin
ued and even increased with the commissioning in 1958 of a

Chief Rufus Foluso Givva
Chairman and Managing Director

second LBN factory, this time at Aba in the eastern part (
Nigeria, now in Abia State.
The company all this time was still foreign-owned. Wit
the natural desire for the nation to be involved in and, in fac
control its economy, the Nigerian Government in 1972 intre
duced the indigenisation policy by which Nigerians acquire
majority shares in foreign-owned companies. While som
companies sold out and left the country, others stayed am
complied with the new policy. Lever Brothers Nigen
Limited was among the latter and it sold 60 per cent of it
shares to Nigerians. For LBN and its shareholders, both loca
and foreign, business has been very good.
LBN continued to grow, particularly with the company':
introduction into the market of more product lines, for ex
ample, foods. To meet increasing consumer demand, LBN ir
1982 commissioned an ultra-modem factory not far ffon
Lagos, at Agbara in Ogun State, for the manufacture of edible
products. These include Royco food-seasoning cubes, Blue
Band magarine as well as Tree Top Orange and Black Curran*
drinks. In addition, there is the Masterline Bakery Centre
also at Agbara, for the training of bakers and for the develop
ment of new food products based on the utilization of local
raw materials, particularly with the ban which the Nigerian
Government in the 1980s imposed on imported wheat and,
hence, the necessity for non-wheat or local grain substitutes
for flour.
Not only did LBN introduce more product lines, it also
absorbed other companies into its umbrella. Lipton of Nigeria
Limited was absorbed in 1985. Three years later, in 1988,
Chesebrough Products Industries Limited, which makes
Vaseline and Ponds range of products, joined the LBN family.

.Oil Refinery - Edibles Factory Agbara
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Thus, true to the expectations of its founder, Lever Brothers
Nigeria Limited's business increased and expanded by leaps
and bounds. Today, Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic’s product
range is vast, over 50, and in different pack sizes to meet the
needs of different wallet sizes. And LBN products are
available all over Nigeria and even outside the country in the
West African sub-region where they also experience very
active trading.
Whether LBN earns adequate foreign exchange from the
latter is another matter; but this is bound to improve with a
vigorous export drive and with the increased streamlining of
the Protocol of the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS). For now, LBN is thriving successfully in
the Nigerian and West African markets. This is because its
quality products are available, at competitive prices, through
out the nation through an effective distribution network.
LBN strategies have proved very successful. The overall
economy, in turn, has rewarded Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic
with the dominant share in its sphere of operations; thus, the
company has repeatedly recorded gains against competition,
while turnover and profits increase from year to year. LBN
recorded a turnover of N 1.8 billion in 1992, an increase of
44% over the previous year’s turnover of N1.2 billion. Simi
larly, profit before tax increased from N248.1 million in 1991
to N361 million in 1992, an increase of 45 per cent. LBN
shareholders in 1992 earned a 50k dividend per 50k share, a
100% profit margin, compared to 45k dividend per 50k share
the previous year. In addition, shareholders earned one bonus
new share for every three shares they held; that meant a total
profit in 1992 of 133% on investment. That was veiy good.
Annual turnover the next year soared to over N3 billion.
Profit before tax for 1993 increased to over N898.5 million,
that is, about N2.5 million per day. The declared dividend
was N253.9 million, that is, 85 kobo per 50 kobo share, a profit
margin per share of 170 per cent. In addition, share holders
earned one bonus share for every two shares they owned, that
is, an additional 50 per cent profit on investment. Thus, the
total profit margin for each share in 1993 came to 220%. All
this was veiy impressive and, therefore, LBN shareholders
again laughed to their banks.
TRADING RESULTS FOR EACH YEAR
AT DECEMBER 31.
1991

1992

1993

N’000

N’000

'N’000

1,235,069

1,782,317

3,077,559

248,089

360,740

898,561

85,422

119,653

338,000

4. Profit After Tax

162,667

241,087

560,561

5. Dividend

100,816

112,017

253,906

1. Turnover
2. Operating Profit
3. Tax Paid

LBN turnover and dividends continue to increase annu

ally as company products continue to command a lead share
of the market. Not surprisingly, LBN’s Chief Executive,
Chief Rufus F. Giwa, proudly told his 1993 AGM audience in
Abuja last June that “I am pleased that today, the name Lever
Brothers Nigeria Pic has become synonymous with house
hold products which consumers find most relevant and indis
pensable, the selling points of which have been their unbeat
able quality, competitive pricing andready availability any
where in this country. No wonder, then, that Lever Brothers
products have remained over the years ‘A Must in Every
Home’ in this countiy and for most parts of West and Central
Africa.”

Qjiatity ‘Products at ftffordaôk. ‘Prices
The above figures of annual turnover, profits and divi
dends are indicative of the phenomenal growth and triumph
of LBN as a successful and profitable manufacturing and
marketing company, even in Nigeria’s depressed economy.
Formerly a wholly foreign-owned company, LBN is now
largely Nigerian-owned. Similarly, the company today also
boasts of a predominantly indigenous management and staff
who have made it record a lead share, which is still growing,
of the markets in soaps, detergents, personal care products
and foods. The products are of superior quality and are
available everywhere because of an efficient nationwide
distribution network.

Mr.-Rex Eric Umoh Udo - Affia

The early stages of the production process begin in the
laboratories, where the products are developed, and later in
the factories where they are manufactured. Both of these are
under the responsibility of LBN’s Technical Executive Di
rector, Rex Udo-Affia, a graduate in Chemistiy from the
University of Ibadan.. He joined LBN as a management
trainee in August 1967, and has since held various positions
in the company. His experiences also include secondment to
Van den Berghs and Jurgens, in the United Kingdont, two
former great rival companies which rose from small trade in
butter to huge empires in edible fats and oils but which in 1927
formed a merger, Magarine Unie of the Netherlands, in order
to avoid destructive rivalry and competition. T wo years later,
in 1929, this great amalgam and Lever Brothers Limited of the
United Kingdom joined forces to form the grand coalition
which is today Unilever.
Udo-Affia’s attachment at the superb facilities of Van
den Berghs and Jurgens was a rich experience which strength
ened his future responsibilities as General Factory Manager
(1984-March 1988) of LBN’s factoiy at Agbara, and from
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April 1988 to November 1989 as General Factory Manager at
Aba. With much experience in factory operations and in
research, it was not a surprise in the industry that Udo-Affia
was appointed in December 1989 as Technical Director, the
first Nigerian to be appointed to that post. Though benefitting
from technical support from its overseas partners, Unilever,
LBN's indigenous management and staff have successfully
developed local products using local materials and the advan
tages of automation for quality-control and cost effective
ness.

Mr. Olusegun Samuel Abimbola

The finished products thereafter get to the consumer
through the efforts of LBN’s Sales and Marketing Divisions
which are headed, respectively, by Lugard E. Aimiuwu and
Olusegun Abimbola. A graduate in Geography from the
University of Ibadan, Abimbola worked for a while in Mandilas
Motors and in 1974 received a masters degree in Business
Administration (MBA) from the University of Lagos. Em
ployed by LBN in T975 as a manager-in-training, Abimbola
later held various positrons in the company and served over
seas in Hindustan Lever, India. He was appointed in Novem
ber 1992 LBN's Marketing Director. It is the Marketing
Division and the Sales Division which bring LBN’s quality
products, at affordable prices, to the consumer.
This they do by marketing techniques and advertisements
based on ideas that will successfully place the products in the
market. The ideas are usually very simple, but they demand
creativity in order to convey the message in a simple, clear and
appealing manner and, sometimes, preferrably humorously
too. In this way, LBN is able to reach the consumer. What
all this does show is that LBN learnt early, from research and
from the experiences and reports of its field salesmen and
saleswomen, that to attract customers and retain them the
company had to offer the consumer not only high grade
quality products, at affordable prices, but also to do so in good
packaging with an appealing appearance.
For example, the distinctly attractive blue background
and red and white colours of the package of Omo detergent
powder was a ready winner, particularly the medium size
package. Omo, which LBN says was introduced into the
Nigerian market ‘"on a platform of excellence” at Nigeria’s
independence in 1960, was the first blue washing powder in
the Nigerian market. True to its promise, Omo proved that it
is a detergent with superior cleaning power. Its success was
phenomenal and LBN in 1964 started to manufacture it
locally in Nigeria at its Apapa factory; it is manufactured now
only at the Aba factory.
Despite the availability in the Nigerian market of other
powder detergents, both imported and locally manufactured
ones, and the intense competition which they offer, Omo is

the market leader in detergents because it washes better an
"even brighter .... and it shows.” Omo is now the generi
name in Nigeria for washing powders. A potential distribute)
once arrived Iddo Motor Park, Lagos, and asked to be take
to the company headquarters where “dem they make Omo.’
The taxi driver took him to LBN in Apapa only to find that hi
passenger was referring to another brand of detergent. Tha
is to say, to many people it is normal, natural and even righ
to call any washing powder Omo. That shows that Omo is th
most popular and dominant brand, “at home in every home."
Similarly, the introduction of Breeze soap” into the
Nigerian market in 1991 took off successfully on the sam
footing. Thrice the size of the most popular toilet soap in th
local market, “Breeze” soap costs less. But LBN did no
sacrifice quality. The soap lathers well and cleans deep int
the skin. Its soft fragrance smells soothingly while its colou
is appealing, be its masculine lemon green brand or the cak
in soft pink colour with a touch of femininity. Each cake i
wrapped in a lightly crisp paper which has a smooth, soft fee
and an attractive sheen. All these appeal to the consumer
And, of course, Breeze is value-for-money toilet soap whic
consumers have found dependable and affordable. Simila
successes also apply to other LBN products.
Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic has successfully synthesize
the several aspects — that is, its manufacture of high qualit
products whose sale is supported by effective advertising an
commercials with which the consumer can readily identify
and its recruitment of appropriate sales staff'and their trainin
— so as to effectively attract a large market share as well a
make the consumer continuously patronise LBN's high qual
ity products. Thus fully equipped, the company ensures tha
its products are available everywhere as to have made LBN
“A Must in Every Home.” The last leg of the journey of the
products from the factory to the consumer is the responsibilit
of LBN's Sales Division which is headed by Lugard E
Aimiuwu, LBN's Sales Director.

A University of Lagos graduate in Business Administra
tion, and having an initial five-year (1969-1973) workin
experience with Shell Nigeria Limited, Aimiuwu thereafte
joined LBN as Marketing Operations Manager in 1973. H
experiences in LBN were strengthened by his secondmen
( 1976-77) to Unilever in London. A year after his return from
Unilever Headquarters, he was moved up as LBN's Chi
Buyer in 1978 and thereafter he became LBN Planning Co
ordinator (1979-1983). In 1984, Aimiuwu was appointe
Director as well as Head of Marketing and Sales of Lipto
Nigeria Limited. That was an important position and experi
ence, particularly with LBN's acquisition in 1985 of Lipto
Nigeria Limited. Not surprisingly, Aimiuwu was elevated to
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the topmost or highest echelon of LBN in October 1987 when
he was appointed to its Board of Directors, first, as Agribusiness
Director and later as Sales Director, a position in which he is
currently serving.
Aimiuwu has on a wall in his office a flyer which, in well
crafted lettering, reads “More Sales Less Tales.” The
message is clear, and it succinctly underscores what LBN
expects from its team of salesmen. That is, that they should
go out and sell, sell and sell LBN products. In other words,
it is alright to have high grade quality products at affordable
prices, and even to have guided them to the market shelf
successfully by means of advertisements and marketing tech
niques. All these are necessary but the most important point
is to sell the products. That is, Sales is the main link between
LBN quality products and the yield of a healthy profit. To do
this successfully, you must have a well-trained and articulate
salesforce who will go out and sell, not come back with tales
of one type or the other. How do you get such a sales team?

LBN Sales Team

Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic places high priority on the
recruitment of bright salesmen \vith good disposition and
pleasant personality. They should be principled men with
high jnoral integrity. And, they must possess the ability to
create and maintain rapport as well as a good and healthy
relationship with others. Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic backs up
its recruitment of the right personnel with appropriate training
in the belief that it will thereby derive maximum productivity
from its salesmen and women. This is an intensive training in
order for the salesmen to acquire an excellent understanding
of market forces, an awareness of the environment in which
they operate and, above* all, to establish and increase product
knowledge so as to be successful salesmen.
All these enable LBN effectively get the product to the
consumer through the big supermarkets and the medium
outlets, such as the average city marts and minimarkets at
petrol stations. Far more importantly are the sales outlets
provided by retailers, such as market women in urban and
rural areas, whose shops and kiosks possess floor space that
may not necessarily amount to much. All these successfully
provide the crucial bridge between LBN and the consumer
throughout the vast reaches of this country — and beyond.
LBN Chairman Chief Giwa summed it up thus: “We distrib
ute our products to every nook and comer of the country,
utilizing twenty-seven (27) depots spread^ all over the country,
complimented by our Direct Consumer Contact Operations
which has the function of carrying our products into the rural
areas,"

Thus, LBN products are available everywhere. Of course,
there are other brands in the market, strong competitors in
their own way, but LBN’s brands glow bright and shine
supreme and fresh. Backed by a commitment to produce first
rate products that will satisfy the consumer, and by a tradition
of regularly reviewing the quality standards of its products,
Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic maintains its comfortable lead.
Even though it is not able to create the Future, LBN at least
anticipates it and gears, itself to respond to it appropriately. In
this way, the company is always ahead of an ever expanding
and moving market, and has its products available at afford
able prices in all reaches of the country — and even beyond our
boundaries.

*Triumph in a (Depressed ‘Economy
The seVeral factors mentioned above have contributed
to make LBN a successful and profitable manufacturing and
marketing company. This success is even more remarkable
and appreciable in view of a harsh economic environment due
to severe depreciation of the local currency, the naira. This
has been compounded further by excruciating interest rates
and strangulatory bank charges; interest rates rose to as high
as 40% and above, while inflation rate was over 50% per
annum. All these caused gross escalation of the costs of goods
and services and, of course, severely weakened consumer
demands and his purchasing power.
Some companies and business enterprises, particularly
those under less than competent management and leadership,
were unable to cope in the depressed economy and they folded
up. On the other hand, successful businesses and companies
adapted, survived and thrived in spite of the poor economic
environment and the intense competition for a meaningful
share of the declining consumer market. Lever Brothers
Nigeria Pic is certainly an example of the second categoiy
which triumphed even in the depressed economy; it exploited
to its advantages the opportunities wrought by the changes in
the country's economic fortunes.
First, LBN owes its successes to a well-trained and
effective management across functions and to a committed
and dedicated staff; they have made the company triumph by
way of product innovations and diversification as well as
product development and improvement, particularly because
of austere economic conditions. Thus, in response to the
depressed economy, LBN management vigorously identified
changing tastes and consumer requirements, and re-oriented
itself to meet these needs. As a result, the company introduced
as many as 16 new brands within a relatively short period of
two years. These new products increased LBN volume
growth, annual turnover as well as company profit.
Secondly, LBN effected a meaningful rationalisation of
its factories; this highly enhanced productivity. Thirdly,
research and a tradition of regular review of quality standards
are compelling attributes that have yielded superior products.
Fourthly, effective management of resources, by which LBN
reduces wastes to the barest minimum, as well as LBN’s
commitment to discipline and a new determination to in
crease overall efficiency have led to cost savings. These
savings make it possible for the company to peg production
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costs which, in turn, make its products competitive.
Fifthly, LBN’s efficient utilization of local raw materials
pursuant to its highly applauded and successful “backward
integration scheme” has been very rewarding. This is a policy
whereby the company has developed locally a large supply of
its raw materials needs; the policy became a priority within
the last five years. Indeed, LBN pioneered, and continues to
sustain, efforts at the development and utilization of more
local raw materials and import substitutions. The scheme is
under the headship of LBN’s Agribusiness Executive Direc
tor, Samuel Ohiosimuan, a product of Government College,
Ughelli, and a graduate in Chemical Engineering from
Loughborough University.

Mr. Samuel Okhidievbie Ohiosimuan

Ohiosimuan joined LBN in 1967 as an Assistant Devel
opment Manager and became Development Manager, Soaps
and Detergents, fouryears later in 1970. From 1971-1972, he
was seconded to Unilever Head Office in London, giving
technical support to Unilever companies overseas. He held
several other positions on his return to Nigeria and later, from
1982-1983, he was again posted overseas, this time to
Hindustan Lever India. He returned and held more respon
sible positions, including General Factory Manager Apapa
and, later, Planning and Suppliers Controller, also at Apapa.
In March 1989, he was appointed to LBN Board of Directors
as Agribusiness Director, in charge of LBN’s “backward
integration scheme” and LBN’s export promotions.

Success of LCB9^s "'Ba.ctçwaTd Integration
The crunching effects of a weak and limp naira in the
depressed Nigerian economy make payments for imported
raw materials expensive. Even the availability of the foreign
exchange to pay for them has become less accessible. All
these led manufacturing companies to the urgent need to
reduce or limit dependence on foreign inputs so as to achieve
some cost savings; that is, to be inward-looking so as to be
self-reliant and self-sufficient in raw materials utilization.
This means the local sourcing of raw materials, thereby
elimination of or, at least, reduction in the high expenditure on
hard currency for imported raw materials.
The expected rewards of this policy looked very promis
ing. Aggressive and forward-looking companies, such as
LBN, took it seriously, even if it meant some individual
investment by the manufacturing companies themselves.
Because of its own belief in and its strong commitment to the
idea of inward-looking, LBN became a pioneering company
in this scheme of local raw materials sourcing, development
and utilization. The company has blazed a successful and
enviable tràil in the effort at local sourcing of raw materials
for itself and for others. LBN called its programme

“‘BackwardIntegration,* to underscore the company’s manu
facturing chain of its products from their finished state
backward to the initial stage of the raw materials require
ments needed for these manufactures.
The scheme not only sought to provide locally as many
as possible of the several units along the production chain but
LBN also invested heavily in the development of local
substitutes. For example, LBN invested in oil palm milling;
the palm oil as well as the oil from the palm kernel are raw
materials for some of its products while the cake is sold
locally or exported as animal feed. LBN also invested in
agricultural annual crops such as sunflower and lemon grass,
both of which are still in development stages. Others include
soya bean oil, groundnut oil and cotton seed oil. Also, LBN
gets locally from NNPC’s petrochemical plant in Kaduna its
requirements of linear alkyl benzene (LAB), the main ingre
dient for its detergents.
Local sourcing will also be true soon of LBN’s major
beverage, Lip ton Yellow Label Tea. LBN has developed a
2,000 hectre tea plantation, at a cost of over N100 million, on
the Mambila Plateau in the then Gongola State, now Taraba
State. Not only does it provide employment for over 500
people, the tea plantation will enable LBN produce top grade
locally grown tea whose quality will compete favourably with
the best tea or blend in the international market. That could
also provide foreign exchange earnings. Already, LBN has
started to harvest the tea and trial runs have been carried out.
The tea processing plant, located on the Mambila LBN Tea
Estate is expected to go into operation within the year, though
the packaging will be done at the Agbara Factory.
LBN is also actively involved in the production of
intermediates required both by itself and by other manufac
turers. This it does by providing invaluable technical and
financial support to local manufacturing ventures which
produce intermediates LBN needs. These include the local
manufacture of alkaline sodium silicate as well as the local
mining of feldspar and koalin in Plateau and other states.
Other products include bleaching earth and some special
adhesives for soap wrappers. LBN is also involved in the
production of sulphonic acid, emulsifiers as well as special oil
blends for companies manufacturing ice creams, condensed
milk, beverages, and other foods.
All these have made LBN to be appreciatively selfreliant; the company now depends largely, 70%, on local
sources for its basic raw material needs. Besides, LBN’s
drive for local agricultural raw materials has sensitized the
agricultural sector and has provided farmers of cash crops
with ready markets; this in itself is another advantage. Thus,
inward-looking and local sourcing of raw materials ensure
increased employment of labour in the countiy, hence, LBN’s
“backward intergration” creates wealth for the nation.
Because its “backward integration” scheme has enabled
LBN to be self-sufficient in many areas, the programme has
saved it foreign exchange expenditure which the company uses
for other foreign necessities that are not available in the country,
such as machinery and spare parts. Indeed, the reduced import
content in LBN finished goods make the latter more competitive
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costs which, in turn, make its products competitive.
Fifthly, LBN’s efficient utilization of local raw materials
pursuant to its highly applauded and successful “backward
integration scheme” has been very rewarding. This is a policy
whereby the company has developed locally a large supply of
its raw materials needs; the policy became a priority within
the last five years. Indeed, LBN pioneered, and continues to
sustain, efforts at the development and utilization of more
local raw materials and import substitutions. The scheme is
under the headship of LBN’s Agribusiness Executive Direc
tor, Samuel Ohiosimuan, a product of Government College,
Ughelli, and a graduate in Chemical Engineering from
Loughborough University.

Mr. Samuel Okhidievbie Ohiosimuan

Ohiosimuan joined LBN in 1967 as an Assistant Devel
opment Manager and became Development Manager, Soaps
and Detergents, four years later in 1970. From 1971 -1972, he
was seconded to Unilever Head Office in London, giving
technical support to Unilever companies overseas. He held
several other positions on his return to Nigeria and later, from
1982-1983, he was again posted overseas, this time to
Hindustan Lever India. He returned and held more respon
sible positions, including General Factory Manager Apapa
and, later, Planning and Suppliers Controller, also at Apapa.
In March 1989, he was appointed to LBN Board of Directors
as Agribusiness Director, in charge of LBN’s “backward
integration scheme” and LBN’s export promotions.

Success ofL'B^l's "'Bac/çzüard Integration
The crunching effects of a weak and limp naira in the
depressed Nigerian economy make payments for imported
raw materials expensive. Even the availability of the foreign
exchange to pay for them has become less accessible. All
these led manufacturing companies to the urgent need to
reduce or limit dependence on foreign inputs so as to achieve
some cost savings; that is, to be inward-looking so as to be
self-reliant and self-sufficient in raw materials utilization.
This means the local sourcing of raw materials, thereby
elimination of or, at least, reduction in the high expenditure on
hard currency for imported raw materials.
The expected rewards of this policy looked very promis
ing. Aggressive and forward-looking companies, such as
LBN, took it seriously, even if it meant some individual
investment by the manufacturing companies themselves.
Because of its own belief in and its strong commitment to the
idea of inward-looking, LBN became a pioneering company
in this scheme of local raw materials sourcing, development
and utilization. The company has blazed a successful and
enviable trâil in the effort at local sourcing of raw materials
for itself and for others. LBN called its programme

"•BackwardIntegration,* to underscore the company’s manu
facturing chain of its products from their finished state
backward to the initial stage of the raw materials require
ments needed for these manufactures.
The scheme not only sought to provide locally as many
as possible of the several units along the production chain but
LBN also invested heavily in the development of local
substitutes. For example, LBN invested in oil palm milling;
the palm oil as well as the oil from the palm kernel are raw
materials for some of its products while the cake is sold,
locally or exported as animal feed. LBN also invested in
agricultural annual crops such as sunflower and lemon grass,
both of which are still in development stages. Others include
soya bean oil, groundnut oil and cotton seed oil. Also, LBN
gets locally from NNPC’s petrochemical plant in Kaduna its
requirements of linear alkyl benzene (LAB), the main ingre
dient for its detergents.
Local sourcing will also be true soon of LBN’s major
beverage, Lipton Yellow Label Tea. LBN has developed a
2,000 hectre tea plantation, at a cost of over N100 million, on
the Mambila Plateau in the then Gongola State, now Taraba
State. Not only does it provide employment for over 500
people, the tea plantation will enable LBN produce top grade
locally grown tea whose quality will compete favourably with
the best tea or blend in the international market. That could
also provide foreign exchange earnings. Already, LBN has
started to harvest the tea and trial runs have been carried out.
The tea processing plant, located on the Mambila LBN Tea
Estate is expected to go into operation within the year, though
the packaging will be done at the Agbara Factory.
LBN is also actively involved in the production of
intermediates required both by itself and by other manufac
turers. This it does by providing invaluable technical and
financial support to local manufacturing ventures which
produce intermediates LBN needs. These include the local
manufacture of alkaline sodium silicate as well as the local
mining of feldspar and koalin in Plateau and other states.
Other products include bleaching earth and some special
adhesives for soap wrappers. LBN is also involved in the
production of sulphonic acid, emulsifiers as well as special oil
blends for companies manufacturing ice creams, condensed
milk, beverages, and other foods.
All these have made LBN to be appreciatively selfreliant; the company now depends largely, 70%, on local
sources for its basic raw material needs. Besides, LBN’s
drive for local agricultural raw materials has sensitized the
agricultural sector and has provided farmers of cash crops
with ready markets; this in itself is another advantage. Thus,
inward-looking and local sourcing of raw materials ensure
increased employment of labour in the country, hence, LBN’s
“backward intergration” creates wealth for the nation.
Because its “backward integration” scheme has enabled
LBN to be self-sufticient in many areas, the programme has
saved it foreign exchange expenditure which the company uses
for other foreign necessities that are not available in the country,
such as machinery and spare parts. Indeed, the reduced import
content in LBN finished goods make the latter more competitive
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in the local and in international markets; that means more sales
and more earnings. Export earnings from such products could
provide additional hard currency to supplement the foreign
exchange requirements the nation’s Central Bank normally
allocates to it as a manufacturing company.
“Backward integration” has also improved LBN's plant
capacity utilization. This is because the availability of local
raw materials frees manufacturers from delays, worries and
agonies due to* late shipments as well as labour and dock
strikes at the shipping points in foreign countries - and even
at our ports here in Nigeria. This means elimination or at least
reduction of idle time for machinery; this has yielded impres
sive cost-effectiveness. Thus, the scheme enabled LBN hold
the prices of some of its key products, particularly during the
difficult inflation period in 1989 and 1990. That was a huge
benefit to the company and to the consumer.
The “backward integration” policy also enabled LBN
guarantee continuous retention of its staff without resort to
retrenchment as some other companies were forced to do by
the nationwide runaway inflation and escalating cost of
production. This was an extremely important achievement
and LBN’s immense contribution not only to the nation’s
economy and increase in the wealth of the country but even
more so to the stability of families whose bread winners did
not lose their jobs. This clearly shows how a progressive
company can be a firm partner with Government to provide
employment and increase national growth. There are also
other advantages. Unquestionably, the scheme is of tremen
dous importance and relevance to LBN’s success. It has given
LBN a competitive advantage and won for it several national
awards.
All this is not to suggest that “backward integration” has
been without hitch. First, and ironically, local sourcing was
not less expensive than foreign imports, such as palm oil
whose cost for local sourcing was double the world price and,
secondly, nor was the availability of local palm oil regular.
But LBN believed that local sourcing will pay off in the long
run and, therefore, the company was willing to support local
suppliers. As LBN’s Agribusiness Director Samuel
Ohiosimuan told Unilever Magazine, “you cannot sustain
quality without long-term commitment to suppliers, such as
by investment in trade support and technical development.”
LBN’s Chief Executive, Chief Rutus Giwa, also shares the
view that such support is necessary.
Appointed Chairman of Nigeria’s Raw Materials Re-

■ Wa

search and Development Council, most likely because of
LBN’s vigorous endeavours in the local sourcing of raw
materials and the indigenous development of import substi
tutes, Giwa was privileged to know that Government's re
sources could not adequately support the level of the financial
needs of research and materials development in the country.
He, therefore, called on the private sector to do its own bit. For
LBN, this clarion call has been a priority and the results of its
support for local raw materials soucring have contributed to
its volume growth. The scheme's successes, even already at
this early stage, are enormous and encouraging. They have
added to the strength of Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic as a
successful economic giant in its 70 years of existence.

L(B9£s Strength is its People
The impressive successes of LBN have been possible
because of a committed and dedicated management and staff.
Chief Giwa emphasized this when he said that “People remain
the pivot of our success. We believe that the company's
success has been due primarily to the calibre of people it
employs in general and our strong belief in team work in
particular.” He maintained that “team work is continuous and
indispensable in the pursuance and achievement of set goals.”
The people the company employs, of course, have to be
trained. This is what Chief Giwa referred to as the “Develop
ment of f luman Capital.” He takes it first at a higher level,
namely, at the, level of the Nation. “People,” he says, “make
a nation. The extent of development and greatness of a nation
is a reflection of the quality of the people from leadership to
the followership in the country. I am not aware of any nation
that has grown into greatness without the development and
active involvement of Human Capital,” Giwa told his AGM
audience in Abuja in June 1993. And he adds: “Knowledge
is power. If people add Discipline to Knowledge, they
become formidable. This vividly explains the reasons for the
Japanese, German, Indian, Korean and American contempo
rary greatness and economic growth and development.”
This is a wonderful lesson, a recipe for greatness and
economic growth, which on a minuscule has contributed to
make LBN stand out in Nigeria because of its development of
“Human Capital.” What this clearly emphasizes is that the
backbone of LBN is People. the availability of “Human
Capital” with the requisite training and skill. As Giwa says,
“a company’s products and services are only as good as the
people who stand behind them.” Such productive staff depend
on good training. Indeed, training has come to mean the one
activity which embraces all facets of the company so as to
develop its human resources and, thereby, increase their
productivity and effectiveness for the overall good and ben
efit of the organisation. Matters that relate to personnel,
training and industrial relations within the company are under
the headship of Personnel Director Oluremi Festus Omotoso,
a graduate of the University of Ibadan in Geography.
Joining the company in 1971 as a management trainee,
Omotoso has held various positions in the company, includ
ing a year with Unilever in the United Kingdom. He was
appointed to his present post as Personnel Director in October
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1987. In building LBN personnel, Omotoso is very much
aware of the Unilever operating principle and consistent
^dictum, aptly expressed by Unilever Chairman, Floris Maljers,

Mr. Oluremi Fcstus Omotoso

namely, "to recruit the best and the brightest who will fit into
the company, people who can work in teams and understand
the value of co-operation and consensus.” LBN receives from
its overseas partner, Unilever, immense support services in
the training and manpower development of its own managers
and staff As Omotoso acknowledged to UnUever Magazine,
"We need this support to create LBN standards,” which have
proved superior to the average run of the mill here.
Further, with its own training centres at Apapa and Aba,
LBN also conducts first rate internal courses which enhance
the development of LBN personnel, and from which over 500
employees at all levels have benefitted. There are also
training facilities which prepare employees for external ex
aminations and certificates, such as the London City and
Guilds Certificates in Process Plant Operations (Ordinary and
Advanced Levels) from which over 350 employees have
benefitted in the last 30 years. The LBN facility is the only
one in Nigeria that is recognised by the authorities of the City
and Guilds Institute in Britain. As a matter of company
policy. Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic also encourages employ
ees to read for any course of their choice from our local
institutions of higher learning. It reimburses successful
employees with the cost which they incurred.
All these are great training opportunities, unparallelled
among many industries in this countiy, which Lever Brothers
Nigeria Pic provides its staff. The worker derives from his or
her training a sense of fulfillment and completeness. Thus,
LBN employees have benefitted from the company’s training
opportunities which, of course, also continue to motivate
others. The entire LBN training programmes, in turn, also
elicit commitment and loyalty of employees to their com
pany. The value and worth of the confidence and capability
acquired have been very important, strengthened by the fact
that LBN workers earn remuneration that is quite as competi
tive, if not better, than in other organisations within the
industry. The success of all this is easily demonstrated by the
fact that the company has continued to grow by leaps and
bounds over the years due to its well-trained and committed
management and staff.
Pesently, LBN has about 2,000 employees who include
a cadre of very well-trained Nigerian managers. It is signifi
cant that despite the complexity of its operations nationwide,
LBN has only five (5) expartriates; even four (4) of those are
on an exchange programme with LBN’s Nigerian equivalents
on work-training programmes abroad in other Unilever sub

sidiaries. That means that there is only one expartriate sta
LBN’s Vice Chairman who represents Unilever’s 40 per ce
shares in Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic. This is a concre
demonstration of how greatly committed LBN is in develo
ing local personnel into management positions. The aim
the exchange programme is to expand the scope and know
edge of those affected so that they are constantly acquaint
with modem trends and developments in the industry. T
expartriates give LBN an international flavour which
them too is a learning experience. Apart from its dir
employment of over 2,000 staff, LBN is also responsible
the indirect employment of another 5,000 people who
involved in the numerous services and supplies to LB
factories and offices as well as those engaged in the produ
tion of the intermediates which LBN funds and supports.
Beyond the need for good training lies the considerat
for good health and safety of workers. LBN vigorou
pursues and observes high safety standard in all its factor
It does this through various committees,involving employ
of all cadres, which management set up in the differ
sections of the company. Also, its well-equipped indust
clinics at all its factories provide 24 hrs free medical servi
to workers. In addition to this, there are first aid posts
strategic positions in all the company’s factories. All th
are in keeping with LBN’s belief that there can only
"healthy minds in healthy bodies” and that a company can
considered strong and progressive only if its workers are
good health.

Chairman and the Directors

For Lever Brothers Nigena Pic, a good welfare packa
and training scheme for its staff have meant an envia
record of labour relations. LBN has not had any compa
strike for many years; this is very significant, particularly
view of the nationwide economic and social tensions in
last few years. Perhaps one thing that has ensured the relat
labour tranquility at LBN is the good Industrial Relati
which the company practises. As a matter of policy, emplo
ees of the company are not alienated from board and manag
ment activities. Rather, they are constantly informed a
consulted on issues and policies related to the progress of
company, such as its organisation of Workers’ Conferen
for which representatives are drawn from all levels and fr
all sectors to consider the fortunes and directions of th
company. This gives them a high sense of belonging, thereby
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reducing possible areas of tension or disagreement that may
arise as a result of corporate decisions and policies. This sense
of belonging also encourages workers to do their work with
a great deal of satisfaction.
LBN has also taken very bold initiatives that confirm it as
a company which is highly committed not only to the welfare
of its staff but also demonstrates a commitment of social
responsibility to the nation; it identifies itself with the basic
and overall aspirations of the society in which it operates.
Those affected are not only its over 2,000 workers and
numerous distributors but also the nation as a whole by its
contributing positively and significantly to the socio-eco
nomic and teclinological growth of the country, a high sense
of social responsibility in various areas. Currently, five
disabled persons are in the employ of the company. Having
been trained properly in the areas where they could be useful
to the company, they are now gainfully employed and they do
not depend on anyone for their upkeep. The physical and
psychological stress and feeling that are attendant on disabil
ity are reduced for them. They now see themselves as usetiil
members of the society and who, in fact, can and do contribute
their quota to the development and progress of their commu
nity.
Annually, the company also makes impressive financial
contributions to various institutions of learning, to founda
tions and to other non-profit organisations as its own way of
encouraging socio-cultural development of the country. These
donations, which run into hundreds of thousands of naira
annually, have become a '.tradition with LBN no matter the
prevailing economic conditions. Similarly, LBN makes
contributions to sports and other social activities. The com
pany sponsors, under its “Omo” detergent brand, an annual
table tennis tournament. LBN has sponsored this event for
about 20 years and the event is now fully national in outlook.
There is also thq Annual Dental Care Competition which
is organised by the Nigerian Dental Therapists Association
and sponsored by LBN's Close-up Toothpaste. The dental
competition teaches young children, and heightens in them at
an early age, awareness about oral hygiene and good dental
habits geared to prevention of dental decay. It also teaches
methods of removeing t artar and plaque, and promotes good
oral hygiene as well as good and healthy teeth formation and
development. At the competition, various prizes and cash
awards are given out. It was begun in 1986 and now attracts
participants from all over the country.

The keen interest which participants show in the various
competitions organised by LBN indicates the impact and
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popularity these activities have achieved among the children
and youths, and in the society. In the words of Chief Giwa,
LBN remains “a major plank in the raft of socio-economic
development and growth in Nigeria” and has shown admi
rable characteristics of a company that is ever “dedicated to
improving the quality and value of life of all Nigerians.” It
should be the fervent wish and prayer of all that at the age of
70 the company will continue to grow stronger, touching the
lives of eveiy Nigerian and contributing in greater ways to the
development of the nation.

‘Board: Integrity, ‘Truth and iHonour
LBN is managed by a Board of seven executive and three
non- executive Directors. This Board is blessed with a
heritage of a tradition of excellence, supported by highly
committed staff and managers. At the helm of affairs is Chief
Rufus Foluso Giwa, the Chairman and Managing Director,
who must have benefitted from the leadership of such men of
calibre and integrity as Dr. Michael O. Omolayole and Mr.
A.A. Abidogun, his predecessors.
Bom in Okeagbe in Ondo State in 1942, Giwa holds a
Bachelor of Science (Honours) degree of the University of
Lagos, and is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accoun
tants, of the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants as
well as of the Chartered Institute of Secretaries and Admin
istrators. He joined the services of LBN in 1966. Growing in
Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic from his first appointment, Giwa
learnt fast on the job and served in various management
positions. His competence and experiences marked him for
still higher posts, one of which came in 1979 when he was
appointed to the company’s Board of Directors. Besides,
being a Fellow of several professional Institute, Chief Giwa
was professionally, intellectually and mentally equipped for
an even more responsible position in LBN. As if in prepara
tion for such post, Giwa had a two-year secondment (19821984) to Unilever Headquarters in London, where in his usual
hardworking and committed style, made his mark.
Chief Giwa’s loyalty and commitment to excellence.paid
off three years later, in 1987, when he was appointed Chair
man of the Board of Directors and Managing Director of
LBN. The first year (1987) of his assumption of the leader-
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ship of LBN is significant because it was the first hill year of
the nation’s implementation of the Structural Adjustment
Programme (SAP) which the then military regime set up in
the second half of 1986 as a way to revamp the battered
economy with its attendant difficulties and challenges.
For example, cost tof importing production materials
increased astronomically, leading to escalating cost of pro
duction, reduced consumer purchasing power and depressed
profit margin of manufacturers. In addition, downtrading led
to the growth of cottage industries, particularly in soap
manufacture and increased adulteration of renowned brands.
Several companies, including LBN, suffered from competi
tion from adulterated and fake goods against their quality
products. Furthermore, the ban on imported wheat had
adverse effects on bakery fats and LBN trade in edibles
business. Chief Giwa responded robustly with new and
appropriate strategies, among which was a change in LBN
brand portfolio and mix, by identifying and exploiting new
opportunities. LBN also intensified control of production
cost and improved overall efficiencies with purposeful and
committed management. These led to huge successes.
As a result, company turnover rose by about 33% to
N362.7 million in 1987 while profit after tax rose by 29% to
N44.4 million. Turnover, profit, tax and dividends have
recorded significant growth ever since, with turnover cross
ing the Billion Naira mark in 1989. LBN’s turnover of over
N3 billion in 1993 was up from N1.8 billion in 1992, a rise of
72.7%, while profit before tax of N898.6 million for the same
period was up from N360.7 million, a rise of 149.1%. Indeed,
profit before tax came to about N2.5 million per day —
weekends and holidays included. In the seven years Chief
Giwa has been its Chairman and Managing Director, LBN has
recorded annual financial figures as shown in Table II below:
TABLE II: SEVEN YEAR FINANCIAL
SUMMARY DURING GIWA’S
CHAIRMANSHIP/MANAGING DIRECTOR
Year

Turn Over Profit Before
Tax
‘000

000

Tax
‘000

Profit

Dividend

‘000

1987

362,712

65,094

20,669

44,425

31,098

1988

601,463

111,035

42,363

68,672

48,168

•

19,89

1,113,064

248,244

111,304

136,940

80,653

1990

1,114,582

186,148

65,807

120,341

89,614

1991

1,235,069

248,089

85,422

162,667

100,816

1992

1,782,317

360,740

119,653

241,087

112,017

1993

3,077,559

'898,561

338,000

560,561

253,906

Total

8,051,697

2,117,911

783,218

1,188,293

716,273

L-------

The figures are fascinating for several reasons. For one
thing, annual turnover in the seven years span has increased

748.5%; profit before tax has increased 1,280%; the tax
LBN paid to Government has increased 1,535.3%; an
dends LBN paid to share holders increased 716.5%. To
LBN has paid in these seven years has amounted to N
million, which on an average comes to about N26 milli
state if LBN's total tax payment to the Federal Gover
of Nigeria were shared equally among the 30 states
presently make up the Republic. All of this is, of c
exclusive of all the pay-as-you-eam-tax pa id by LBN
ployees. All of these are greatly impressive; records.

Chief Rufus Foluso Giwa
Chairman and Managing Director

By his exemplary performance on all scores, Giw
certainly become a legendary landmark in the histoiy of
With the high cost of money in the money-m arket,
employed his ingenuity in managing and harnessing infinances, dubbed “financial engineering”, and thereby sh
the pervasive nationawide economic gloom toward
dence and financial profit for LBN. The successes p
Giwa a courageous and innovative Chief Executive wh
only economised resources but who also sustained his
pany through self-financing bootstrap measures. All
have won for LBN an incredible record of excellence
petence as well as turnover and profit growth unmatch
only in LBN's history but also in the manufacturing in
in Nigeria as a whole.
The success is rooted in Giwa.’s management and le
ship style. He applies an aggressive business style, tem
by calm reason about the reality of each situation and
sion, to tackle and arrive at executive decisions. His in
tive managerial style, yet within the wider framew
Unilever's philosophy, has proved particularly respons
Nigeria’s recent daunting economic environment. Be
his aim is for him to carry along with him his manage
subordinate staff. He believes in “building people
destroying them,” and this philosophy has paid im
dividends for him and his company. An indefatigabl
who teaches by example, he insists on the best and th
staff’should aspire to what he called “distinctive compet
in all spheres of operations so as to “get everything rig
very first time, distinctively better than competition.
staff see in him a role model who abhors lazines
mediocrity; they are, therefore, willing to give the b
themselves.
Just as he has managed people so well, as an admin
tor, so also has he, as a Fellow of the Institute of Cha
Accountants and of the Institute of Cost and Manageme
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For example, costtof importing production materials
increased astronomically, leading to escalating cost of pro
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to the growth of cottage industries, particularly in soap
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As a result, company turnover rose by about 33% to
N362.7 million in 1987 while profit after tax rose by 29% to
N44.4 million. Turnover, profit, tax and dividends have
recorded significant growth ever since, with turnover cross
ing the Billion Naira mark in 1989. LBN’s turnover of over
N3 billion in 1993 was up from N1.8 billion in 1992, a rise of
72.7%, while profit before tax of N898.6 million for the same
period was up from N360.7 million, a rise of 149.1%. Indeed,
profit before tax came to about N2.5 million per day —
weekends and holidays included. In the seven years Chief
Giwa has been its Chairman and Managing Director, LBN has
recorded annual financial figures as shown in Table II below:
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The figures are fascinating for several reasons. For one
thing, annual turnover in the seven years span has increased

748.5%; profit before tax has increased 1,280%; the tax
LBN paid to Government has increased .1,535.3%; an
dends LBN paid to share holders increased 716.5%. To
LBN has paid in these seven years has amounted to N
million, which on an average comes to about N26 millio
state if LBN's total tax payment to the Federal Gover
of Nigeria were shared equally among the 30 states v
presently make up the Republic. All of this is, of c
exclusive of all the pay-as-you-eam-tax paid by LBN
ployees. All of these are greatly impressive; records.

Chief Rufus Foluso Giwa
Chairman and Managing Director

Bv his exemplary performance on all scores, Giw
certainly become a legendary landmark in the history of
With the high cost of money in the money-market,
employed his ingenuity in managing and harnessing infinances, dubbed “financial engineering”, and thereby sh
the pervasive nationawide economic gloom toward
dence and financial profit for LBN. The successes p
Giwa a courageous and innovative Chief Executive wh
only economised resources but who also sustained his
pany through serf-financing bootstrap measures. All
have won for LBN an incredible record of excellence
petence as well as turnover and profit growth unmatch
only in LBN's history but also in the manufacturing in
in Nigeria as a whole.
The success is rooted in Giwa’s management and le
ship style. He applies an aggressive business style, tem
by calm reason about the reality of each situation and
sion, to tackle and arrive at executive decisions. His in
tive managerial style, yet within the wider framew
Unilever's philosophy, has proved particularly respons
Nigeria’s recent daunting economic environment. Be
his aim is for him to carry along with him his manage
subordinate staff. He believes in “building people
destroying them," and this philosophy has paid imm
dividends for him and his company. An indefatigabl
who teaches by example, he insists on the best and th
staff should aspire to what he called “distinctive compet
in all spheres of operations so as to “get everything rig
very first time, distinctively better than competition.
staff see in him a role model who abhors lazines
mediocrity; they are, therefore, willing to give the b
themselves.
Just as he has managed people so wel 1, as an admi
tor, so also has he, as a Fellow of the Institute of Cha
Accountants and of the Institute of Cost and Managemen
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Accountants, successfully managed LBN’s finances. Assist
ing him as Vice Chairman and Commercial Director until
recently is Uday Khanna, a graduate in Commerce and a

Ministries of Finance, Industry and Economic Development
— where he acquired immense experience about government
policies on finance, industry and economic development. He
retired from the civil service as Secretary to the Federal
Government and Head of the Civil Sendee of the Republic.
His background in Economics and his vast experience and
knowledge about government stood him and LBN in good
stead, providing them an enviable understanding and inter
pretation of Government and fiscal policies.

Mr. Uday Chander Khanna
Former Vice - Chairman

Fellow of The Institute of Accountants of India. He was
Treasurer, Financial Controller and had held other posts with
the Unilever Group in India for nearly 20 years. He left
Nigeria in November 1993 to return to India to assume new
responsibilities on posting. Khanna has been replaced by
Willibrordus Aloisius Mavia Wehmeyer, a trained and expe

Mr. W. A. M. Wehmeyer
Vice-Chairman

Mr. Allison Akene Ayida

Unlike the experiences of Alison Ayida in the public
sector, Paul Ogwuma brought to the Board of Lever Brothers
Nigeria Pic vast knowledge and expriences from the private
sector. A graduate in Economics from the University of
London, Ogwuma is also a Chartered Accountant with broad
and diversified finance and banking experiences, having
served for years as the Chief Executive and Managing Direc
tor of Union Bank Pic. He was appointed last year Governor
of the Central Bank of Nigeria.

rienced economist and accountant. He has served in several
senior management positions in Unilever's worldwide group
of companies, the last of which was as Vice President
(Fiftance) in Unilever in Mexico.

Mr. Paul Agbai Ogwuma, OFR

Alhaji (Dr.) Hassan Adamu

Also supportive on the Board is Alhaji (Dr.) Hassan
Adamu, the Wakilin Adamawa. A graduate of Management
and Transport Studies at the University of London, Adamu is
a well-grounded industrialist who earlier held management
positions in the New Nigerian Development Company Lim
ited as well as served oa the Boards of Directors of several
other companies and government parastatals. He served
briefly as Secretary (Minister) of Power and Steel from
August 1993 till the change of government a few months later
in November 1993.
Also on the LBN Board is the economist graduate from
Oxford University, Alison Ayida, one of the brightest and
most experienced civil servants. As a lower level civil seivant
he served in nearly all the federal ministries, and as Federal
Permanent Secretary he served in the “finance ministries" —

These are all experienced and well respected men of
integrity in the society, men of truth and honour, not men who
treat truth and the other values with levity and with less than
considerable respect. They are men whose individual strengths
bring collective greatness to LBN. It was St. Paul in his letter
to the Philipians who preached these values when he said:
“Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honourable,
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, what
soever things are lovely, whatsoever of good report: if there
be any virtue, and if there by any praise, think on these things."
Simple words, but they hymn a loud ovation and a glorious
tribute that is resonant, exuberant and challenging.
Many companies not only could use the wisdom and
integrity of these LBN Board members but also we all could
share in USA President Harry S. Truman’s prayers to “O
Almighty and Everlasting God, Creator of Heaven, Earth and
the Universe: Help me to be, to think, to act what is right; make
me truthful, honest and honourable in all things; make me
intellectually honest for the sake of right and honour and
without thought of reward to me." Simple words, but they are
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the pillars of successful societies — and successful compa
nies.
This is what LBN Board of Directors cherishes and has
endowed its company whose policy matters its in-house or
Executive Directors must transmit and translate to manage
ment and staff. Their integrity and comport have made LBN
a responsible coiporate citizen which each day demonstrates
that we can do business in an environment of high corporate
standards and ethics. All these make LBN deserve all the
applause and fanfare as it celebrates its 70th year anniversary.
And the company continues to give of itself to the society in
which it operates.

Confronting the Chattejifles 5\Pead
LBN is today a colossal economic phenomenon whose
tremendous achievements pose a challenge not so much to
others but more so to the company itself in that it cannot afford
to rest on its oars. The successes of yesterday become the
baseline for the hopes of tomorrow, particularly in the midst
of the present tottering economy. That is, the future demands
that Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic must brace itself firmly and
consistently reach to itself and to its own resources. And, of
course, it must be innovative also so as to confront success
fully a daunting and intimidating, even predatory, economic
environment and market that have not been made any easy by
constantly changing — and sometimes conflicting — national
fiscal policies.
Government itself must also institute new measures and
vigorously tackle the problems of an extremely weak naira just
as private companies on their part brâce themselves to the
challenges ahead. In other words, it is mandatory for Govern
ment to look more seriously and to respond more positively to
Chief Giwa's plea that the economic problems which confront
the nation, in his words, “are so germaine and crucial to our
survival as a people that unless we take the bull by the horn on
these issues, we shall be moving at best on the same spot.” Giwa
referred to some of these challenges during LBN’s Annual
General Meeting in Abuja in June 1993.
He observed that the question of replacement of assets
“is a matter of grave concern and woriy for manufacturing
industries in Nigeria. As the existing plants and machinery
get older, they will require perhaps refurbishment initially,
but as time goes on they will require replacement.” He further
observed that “apart from the question of age, there is the issue
of obsolescence in a world of rapid technological develop
ment and change.” Some of the plants being operated by
several companies in this country today are what he referred
to as “first generation types for which spare parts are no longer
available as the plants have been phased out by their manufac
turers.”
To recognise these problems early enough is in itself a
concrete demonstration of an awareness of one major prob
lem ahead and, hence, the need for an effective preparation to
confront that challenge. Giwa has called on Government to
give bold incentives to manufacturing companies in order to
bring the cost of plant modernisation and replacement within
reasonable and affordable levels. He also called on Govern

ment to redress the nation's present poor engineering ba
with proper funding of the various machine tool compani
and the engineering research institutes.
Manufacturing companies themselves must have the
own concrete plans that will enable them operate until such
time when government is able and willing to provide th
desired support, incentives and regulations. Lever Brother
Nigeria Pic is very conscious of this fact and, hence, it keep

modernising its plants to improve through-put and be cost
effective.” Many manufacturing industries in Nigeria, LBh
Chief Executive observed* are “shying away from the re
placement or modernisation of their plants and assets because

of the enormous costs involved and the difficulty in sourcing
foreign exchange for such imports.” Such other companies
must look to their future with apprehension and concèm. This
is unlike LBN which has braced itself against the issue oî

assets replacement by modernising its plants.
Secondly, Government must also provide adequate, or a:

least better, funding for the nation’s universities and research
institutes, such as PRODA. During its annual recruitment visits
and campaigns to our universities, LBN has repeatedly found
brilliant students and researchers whose projects, if'commercial

ized as Giwa said, could boost import substitution and strengthen
our self-reliance as a nation. The LBN Chairman/Managing
Director wants such research projects, which he says are “gath
ering dust on the shelves of research institutes and universities
prioritised on the basis of well-established criteria'’ so that those
he says “are likely to enhance the production of intermediate raw
materials on a commercial scale and substantially reduce im
port” should be supported. The rewards are bound to be for the
overall greatness of the nation.
Thirdly, the company also has a formidable oversea
technical partner, Unilever, which has made available its own
resources to Lever Brothers Nigeria Pic. It has been
profitable relationship in which the overseas technical part
ners have provided immense support services. Unilever faith
fully and generously continues to offer sincere advice to LBN
It shows commitment not only, to LBN but also to the nation
as a whole, even in the latter’s difficult circumstances. These

are some of the fruits of an honest, sincere and meaningfu
relationship which both partners can continue to look forward
to in the decades ahead. On its part, LBN is determined to
continue to dominate its sector for years to come. As Chie
Rufus Giwa told Unilever Magazine (London, No 88, 1993):

'Our objective is to achieve dominance in ad our
markets. WezodCdo this by maintaining (east-cost
operations; deve(oping our managers; providing
Tiezv products zvhichpeop(e zvant and can afford
in a fast-changing consumer environment; and
sourcing materials (oca((y to reduce imports
and ensure uninterrupted operation of our p (ant.
"

NIGERIA

The River
Of Death
An underground flood control network in
Benin City has brought disaster to 16
neighbouring villages.
By Sam Olukoya

of the community, told Newswatch that
the people started fleeing the village
around 1983, following mass death. The
last set of people fled the place in 1991
after about 1,000 villagers had died. John
Erhenhi, said he fled the village when he
returned home one day to discover that
his father had drank the water and died
suddenly.
Some prominent Ulemon villagers
who died after drinking the water include
Okankan Adigho, the village head;
Ovbifamakoh Ale, Ejoyoor Ekoma, Ale
Agbonkpolor, Ale Iyayi, Agbonkpolor
Omozusi, Ale Adams, Agbonkpolor
Eronagbon, George Eniho, Osemwengie
Erhenni and Omosigho George. Some of
the victims were said to have died a few
days after taking the water while others
suffered for several months. The general
symptoms noticed among the victims
included paleness and bloated bodies. In
most cases white pus and a sticky
substance oozed out of the bodies of the
victims after death.
Villagers from the other 15 villages
painted a similar gory picture of death
when they spoke to Newswatch. In Ogba
village, Maria Agbonlahor, said her late
husband fell ill and died after taking
water from the river in 1991. Recalling
how it happened, she said her husband
who was a security guard drank some
water from the bank of the river while on
duty one rainy night. He was unaware
that the river was already flooded with
filth from Benin via the flood control

T IS AS IF THE GREAT ENGburied several metres deep underground.
lish poet, Oliver Goldsmith, had
Water from gutters in the city enter it
Ulemon village in mind when he
through openings made for them. The
wrote his poem, The Deserted
water channelled through the network
Village.
Like
Goldsmith's
empties directly into the source of the
Deserted Village, not a single soul is left
in river which provides drinking
Ogba
Ulemon, Oredo Local Government Area
water for residents of Ulemon and 15
of Edo State. The fate of the village which other villages. Life has ceased to be the
once bubbled with life is hard to believe.
same for inhabitants of all the villages as
The main road leading to Ulemon and
thousands of them have died after
the village itself have been overgrown by
drinking from the river. Many more have
weeds. The houses have crumbled
fled their homes to escape the death
making way for weeds. A primary school
scourge.
built in 1953 for the community by the
Ulemon, the largest of the 16 villages
then government of the Western region
is the worst hit. Jackson Ola ye, chairman
has collapsed. The
only health centre in
the village is in
similar situation.
What used to be a
large and thriving
market has ceased to
exist. Nothing is left
in the village except
traces of the disaster
that has befallen it.
The foundation
for Ulemon's pro
blem was laid in
1977, when the
Federal
Govern
ment, in conjunction
with the then Bendel
State government,
built an under
ground flood control
network in Benin
city. The network
consists of large
concrete
pipes Ulemon village: Deserted and overgrown by weeds after mass death
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network.
He
collapsed
almost
immediately he drank the water. Doctors,
however, managed to revive him at the
General
Hospital,
Benin.
"While
receiving treatment at the hospital,"
Agbonlahor told Newswatch ,"his body
became bloated and pale as if he had no
blood." Six months later he died. Doctors
at the hospital explained to her that his
heart had been damaged due to an
infection caused by the dirty water.
Few weeks after his death, John Yeri,
then military governor of Edo State,
visited Ogba village to see the plight of
the villagers. Agbonlahor's plight ca ught
his attention. Consequently, he promised
financial assistance to her children. Yeri
also promised the villagers compensation
in response to the mass death and exodus
that had hit the place. So far, no one in the
village, not even Agbonlahor has received
any assistance from the state government.
Ogba village was in a very pathetic
state when Newswatch visited it. Life was
at a stand still due to the mass exodus of
the people. Binta Hotel which used to
attract patronage has been overgrown by
weeds. Near the hotel, the women centre
has also been overgrown by weeds.
Almost half of the more than 100 houses
in the village have either collapsed or
been overgrown by weeds. Victoria Afe,
one of the few people still left in the
village said she is still there because she
has nowhere to run to. But she is
remaining in the village at great risk to
her life. Her house is one of those
frequently flooded by the Ogba river
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Ogba River and an abandoned building at its bank
following the construction of the flood
control network in Benin. The river
apparently lacks the capacity to take the
flood water from Benin and thus
overflows its banks. Frequent flooding
has so seriously weakened the structure
of Afe's house that the walls have already
cracked. To save the building from
collapsing, she uses bamboo poles to hold
the walls. "When the house finally
collapses, I hope it does not do so on me
or any of my tenants," she said almost in
tears.
In Evbodia village, the dilapidated
state of its primary school shows that all
has not been well with the village. The
school had to be closed down for some
time when there were neither teachers
nor children left in the village to keep the
place open. The deserted school buildings
were already collapsing when a few
teachers and children returned to the
village. They have since resumed classes
in the building.
In Ago-Efionayi, David Aigbagbe,
said many of his friends in the village
have died after taking water from the
poisonous river. He is happy to be alive
since he also fell seriously ill after drinking
the polluted water. "I was so sick that I
spent three months at St. Margaret
Hospital, Benin. My body became so
bloated thatl thought I would die like my
other friends," he said. Aigbagbe, is the
only known survivor of the water induced
ailments after his body had become
bloated.

According to Peter Agbonkpolo
secretary of the Ulemon community
about 5,000 people have died as a resu
of ailments associated with the pollute
river. He added that thousands o
domestic animals have also died. I
August 1991, Agbonkpolor wrote a lette
on behalf of Ulemon village chiefs an
elders to the secretary to the Federa
Government. The letter alerted the federa
government about the poisonous rive
In response, the Babangida admini
stration ordered the Federal Ministry o
Health to verify the claim. Tests of sam
ples of water from the river conducted b
the ministry in conjunction with the worl
Health Organisation, WHO, in 199
revealed that the water from the riv
was indeed poisonous.
Sources told Newswatch that the riv
became poisonous due to two reason
The first factor is the indiscriminate us
of the underground flood control networ
by Benin residents. Unity Adam
Omatseye, who resides in Ogba villag
observed that Benin residents have bee
dumping all manner of things into th
gutters in the city or directly into th
openings of the flood control network. I
either case, these end up being carrie
into the Ogba river through the floo
control network. On several occasion
corpses of new bom babies dumped
Benin by unknown women have bee
picked up in the Ogba river.
S.I. Isiadahomien, general manag
of the Edo State Environmental Protection
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Agency, the body
currently
taking
charge of the flood
control
network
agreed that. Benin
residents
have
considerably
con
tributed
to
the
pollution of the Ogba
river.
Another factor is
the
indiscriminate
dumping of dan
gerous
industrial
chemicals by indus
tries in the area. A
Rubber company is
accused of using the
river as a dumping
ground for its toxic
effluent.
Could the gene
ral symptoms exhi
bited by the dead
victims
be
truly Collapsed building overgrown by weeds in Ogba village
attributed
to
the
intake of poisonous water? Obinna Uche,
a Lagos-based medical practitioner says
yes. According to him, poison could make
the body bloat, a condition which in
medical terms is known as oedema. He
said poison could damage such vital
organs as fhe heart and kidney or affect
the production of hormones. Any of these
conditions, he said, could lead to oedema.
Uche also explained that paleness of
the body could result from the loss of
blood. "Poisoning could lead to this," he
said. Poison, he argued, could damage
the bone marrows, in which case their
ability to aid the supply of adequate and
qualitative blood will be seriously
impaired. As for substances oozing out
of the bodies of the dead, Uche says
water trapped in the body following oed
ema will ooze out after death if the corpse
is not properly preserved.
Late in 1991, the communities de
manded N512 million from the Federal
Government as compensation for losses
Agbonkpolor: Wants financial relief
of human lives and domestic animals.
The money was also to be used for the
rehabilitation of public buildings such as
of works carried out this task in
schools, health centres and resettlement
conjunction with the ministry of health
of the affected communities. Another
and the Federal Environmental Protection
demand for N67 million was made from
Agency, FEPA. With its task completed,
the state government.
the ministry asked FEPA" to look into the
In response, the federal government
Ulemon issue seriously and come up with
asked the lands and assessment unit of
a final resolution."
the Federal Ministry of Works and
Agbonkpolor told Newswatch that
Housing to assess the environmental cost
when the chiefs and elders of Ulemon
of the disaster and its effects. The ministry
community went to see Evans Aina, FEPA
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director-general, on what the agency was
doing about their plight on October 20,
1992, he told them the ministry of works
had no right to ask FEPA to take any
action on the disaster. He said Aina caused
a stir at the Federal Secretariat, Ikoyi,
Lagos, when he brought in policemen to
drag the chiefs out of his office.
Aina, however, exonerated himself
from any blame over the issue of
compensation. He said that the villagers
went about the compensation issue the
wrong way. According to him, the
ministry of works is not the appropriate
channel for the villagers to seek redress.
He said the appropriate thing the villagers
ought to have done was to route their
demand through their local government
which should then have channelled it to
the state governor. The state governor, as
chief security officer and chief health
officer of the state, would then assess the
situation
and
inform
the
federal
government. He said he patiently
explained this to the representatives of
the villagers when he met them.
Newswatch
investigations
have
revealed that little has been done so far to
alleviate the problem of the communities.
For example, the Directorate of Foods,
Roads, and Rural Infrastructures, DFRRI,
has sunk only three of the six boreholes
Yeri asked it to sink. None of the three
boreholes
was
functional
when
Newswatch visited the three villages
where they were suîik. Instead, weeds
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have virtually covered
ensure that those
all the three, an
who fled go back to
indication that they have
their villages as soon
not been put to use for a
as possible. He
very long time.
promised to visit the
At Evbowe, News
affected villages to
watch was told that the
see
things
for.
borehole sunk in the
himself. He said he
place in 1993, only
would also discuss
functioned for two
the issue with the
weeks. Another one
state administrator
sunk during the same
assuring that he
period at Azo-Etionayi,
would make it a
managed to function for
priority to reactivate
only two months. The
the bad boreholes in
third one which was
the area "If there is
sunk in Ulemon packed
good water, the peo
up shortly after. "Even
ple will be attracted
while the boreholes
back to their villa
functioned, the villagers
ges," he said.
could not use them
But Agbonkpo
because they only pum
lor argues that
ped out muddy water," Erhenhi, Olaye: Fled Ulemon to escape the death scourge
merely giving the
said Agbonkpolor.
people water, will
Why did DFRRI not sink six bore
it. "Life in the city is rather very expensive not go far enough to attract them back
holes as directed by Yeri, and why did
because of the high cost of food stuff. This home.
the three it sank pack up so quickly? That
"Shall we leave Benin only to go and
is hardly so in the village where there is
question was put to W.I. Obakpolor, who
drink
water in the village? For him,
an abundance of food," he said. Erhenhi
was DFRRI director in the state before the who also fled Ulemon for Benin expressed financial relief and not water should be
directorate was wound up. Obakpolor
the immediate concern. "When we get
a similar desire to return to his ancestral
financial relief, we can think of going
said only the director-general, ministry
homeland.
of rural development could speak on the
Albert Ogbomo, a retired lieutenant back to rebuild our houses and buying
issue.
livestock," he said.
colonel and chairman of Oredo Local
Reported by Wale Akin Aina.
Like Obakpolor, no official of the Edo Government told Newswatch he will
State government was willing to speak
on why the affected communities are yet
to get any form of relief despite the
magnitude of the problem. It was
impossible getting Bassey Asuquo, a
Read about:
colonel and military administrator of the
state, to speak on the issue. Jonathan
Aigbokhaevbo, his press secretary, said
it was too early to interview the
administrator on the issue since he had
Former chairman of NRC opens up at last on why the
just assumed office in the state.
party did not immediately accept Abiola's victory
Aigbokhaevbo himself would not be
and what IBB told them. It's revealing. Check out in
drawn into any interview on the matter.
Similarly, Winifred Onyeonwu, the
EKO.
commissioner for special duties, whose
ministry has been handling the pollution
'
V
issues refused to grant any interview.
Guerrilla army formed in USA.
She said she has to brief the administrator
on the situation before granting any
Find out details in EKO.
interview.
For those who fled the villages, life
has not been easy. Amenzee Ovbarobo
ABACHA'S REIGN ENDS IN 1995.
who fled Ulemon for Benin 15 years ago,
told Newswatch thatalthough heis making
Top seer reveals the consequence of delayed departure.
good business in Benin as a traditional
Details in EKO, the heartbeat of the nation.
healer, he wants to return to his village.
He complained that expensive city life
Price N25<00
gulps his money as rapidly as he makes

IN EKO THIS WEEK

KUSAMOTU'S CONFESSION:
Why NRC didn't accept June 12
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Ex-Dictator Dies
Siad Barre, former military strongman of Somalia, dies in exile in
Lagos, but the mess he created is getting messier
By Sam Olukoya
he grief that

usually follows the death
of former leaders was
clearly absent, when Siad
Barre,
former
Somali
leader, died last week in Lagos. But for
his family, the Nigerian government and
a few other well wishers, nobody else
showed much interest in his death. The
Somali embassy in Nigeria, for example,
did not even open any condolence
register. An embassy official said the
Somalian mission had nothing to do with
the death. Barre's legacy surely trailed
him until his death. His record of human
rights violations, misrule and misman
agement while in power left him with
very few friends both at home and abroad.
Barre, a chain smoker and diabetic patient
died last Monday, when he suffered a
heart attack. The former Somali leader
aged about 80 years was orphaned when
he was about 10 years. As a kid, the size
of his mouth earned him the nickname
Afweyne which in his native language
means large mouth. He grew up as a
shepherd before joining the colonial
police force. He gained accelerated
promotion to the post of brigadier-general
of police. He opted for the Somali National
Army on its formation in 1960.
In October 1969, he led 20 army
officers and five police officers to take
over power in a bloodless coup d'etat.
From day one, Barre ruled the country
with iron fists and made governance a
family affair. His family, in-laws and
members of his minority Marehan clan
controlled the economy and the security
outfit. To ensure the dominance of his
clan, Barre unleashed terror on members
of the other clans. His National Security
Service and the army were his main organ
of oppression. Both outfits were very
active, torturing, incarcerating and killing
political opponents. According to the
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Barre: No friends to mourn him

human rights group, Africa Watch, the
Somali military killed between 40,000 to
50,000 unarmed civilians between June
1988 and January 1990. Apart from direct
military action in dealing with clans
opposed to his rule, it was usual for Barre's
agents to poison wells and kill herds of
domestic animals in areas where there
was opposition to his government.
Key Somali clans which suffered his
scorched earth policy included the
Majeerteen and the Isaak clans. The reign
of terror reached a peak in 1988, when he
embarked on attacking a number of cities
especially those in the northern part of
the country. In 1990, the table started
turning against Barre. Rebels moved into
Mogadishu, the Somali capital, to engage
the presidential guards in a battle. On
January 26, 1991, he lost control of the
presidential mansion. Barre fled the
country with about 1,200 supporters and
members of his family to temporarily
settle in Kenya. Pressure on the

government by Kenyans and a hostile
press forced the government to send him
out of the country.
In May 1992, Barre found a willing
host in Ibrahim Babarigida, former
Nigerian president. Babangida at that
time justified the asylum granted Barre
saying it was in keeping with the
humanitarian concern of the federal
government. Besides, Babangida said it
was necessary to settle Barre faraway
from the crisis in Somalia as a way of
ending the situation.
But this has not been so. Mohamed
Farah Aideed and Ali Mahdi Mohamed,
who led the two armed factions that
overthrew Barre, were to later turn their
guns against each other. Mogadishu was
carved into two with each faction con
trolling one half of the city. In the course
of the bitter fighting to fully take over the
government, more than 300,000 people
were killed due to the direct effect of the
war or famine which indirectly resulted
from the war. The United States and the
United Nations were to send troops to
the country to save the situation in
December 1992. This effort was futile.
The United States' troops withdrew last
year and the UN has ordered its troops to
pull out of the country by end of March
this year following the failure of the
warlords to agree on peace and a new
government.
Fighting has now escalated in Somalia
with each side trying to gain control of
strategic areas under control of the UN
troops. In the last one week alone, about
43 people have been killed while more
than 300 others have been wounded as
the warring factions fight for control of
Bermuda an area near the strategic
harbour and the airport which are both
controlled by the UN peace-keepers. The
mess created by Barre thus appears to be
getting messier and more dangerous.
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Waiting
For Abacha
There is a lull in business activities as
Nigerians wait for the head of state to
announce the 1995 budget
By Utibe Ukim
he sani abacha

administration seems to
be breaking the tradition
set by all previous military
administrations
in
the
country of announcing the national
budget at the start of the financial year.
For the second year, his budget is coming
late. But this is neither a plus for the
government nor a boost to the economy.
If anything, the delays has helped to dra w
attention to government's indecisiveness
and created anxiety within the business
community.
Last year, his budget came 10 days
into
the
year
although
effective
implementation did not start until
February. The guideline for the operation
of the foreign exchange market was not
released until February 4, and the first
session of the market held February 17.
The six-week delay created a backlog of
demand which reflected in the total
demand of more than $1 billion against
the $200 million placed in the market by
the Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN. This
backlog could not be cleared for most of
the year and contributed largely to the
inflated demand that characterised the
market for most of 1994.
The delay also affected planning by
industries across the country. Most
manufacturers for instance could not plan
their operations for the first quarter of the
year. Hence, many industries operated in
fits throughout the firsjt quarter.
However, last year's delay was largely
understandable because the government
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was new. This year however, it may be
hard to explain it away. Manufacturers
are already becoming jittery that the
government
may
be
inadvertently
creating a bad year for many of them. "It
is one week into the year, yet, I have not
been able to prepare my own budget and
process other documents for importa tion

Okeke: Budget delay unhealthy

of the raw materials that I will need for
the year," says a plastic manufacturer in
Ikeja. Uzor Okeke, secretary general of
the Manufacturers Association of Nigeria,
MAN, told Newswatch that the delay in
announcing the budget is not healthy for
the productive sector. "At the beginning
of every year, everybody waits for the
budget to give him a sense of direction. It
is usually that day one that companies
begin to dra w up their plân of operations. "
He said the delay has created serious
tension in industries and things are now
at a standstill. "The effect of such delays
can be unwholesome." On the eve of the
new year, many Nigerians were seriously
anticipating a budget that will introduce
some drastic measure within the
economy. Many petrol dealers had
anticipated increases in prices of
petroleum products and so shut their
stations to the public. A similar anxiety
reigned in other sectors, resulting in a
drastic cut back of their level of operation.
For instance, activities at the Nigeria
Stock Exchange, NSE, has slowed down
considerably in anticipation of the budget.
On the floor of the market last week,
stockbrokers adopted a wait-and-see
attitude in the pricing of shares and
securities. Although demand for quoted
securities outstripped supply and prices
should have gone up, only seven
companies recorded price gains in a
cautious move adopted by brokers to
safeguard the market and operators from
the shocks that the budget may bring.
"One does not yet know what is in the
offing or what the fiscal policies would
be," says RasaqOladejo, assistant general
manager in charge of research and
information. "In this regard," he added,
"we need to be cautious. More so when
we cannot insulate ourselves from the
implication of the general economic
policies in the country."
There is genuine cause for anxiety
within the economy. In the past months
speculations have been rife that the
government will once again tinker with
the thrust of its economic programme.
The guided regulation introduced with
budget 94, will likely give way to yet
another policy concoction which has
already been code-named controlled
deregulation. This is expected to usher in
changes in the fiscal and monetary
policies for the new year. For instance
there are indications that the fixing of
exchange rates which has been seriously
criticised and which has led to further
depreciation of the naira value in real
33
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terms may be jettisoned in the new year.
In its place, government may adopt a
system where the naira will be allowed to
float within a fixed band. The rate of
exchange within these bands will be
determined by the forces of demand and
supply while the government through
the CBN will determine both the upper
and lower limits of the exchange rate
band.
t*
Interest rates may also be affected in
the review to allow for the emergence of
lending and borrowing rates that
approximate market determined rates.
That means tha t the 12-15 percent interest
rates on deposits and 22 percent upper
limit for lending may disappear with the
new budget.
No^much else is expected to change.
At the end of the meeting of the federal
executive council in Abuja Wednesday,
Jerry Gana, the information minister, said
the policy thrust of the new budget will
try to revive the national economy
especially in the areas of production,
employment generation and améliora tion
of the welfare conditions of the Nigerians.
"This administration, as a responsive one
to the yearnings of the people, will look
1 into how the national economy can be
effectively revitalised," he told newsmen
at the end of the meeting. These were the
same objectives which informed the 1994
budget which the CBN said fa iled to meet
its objectives.
Going ahead with the same budget
philosophy may not produce the result
which the government is seeking.
Christopher
Kolade,
chairman
of
Cadbury Pic, says only a complete
deregulation will restore confidence and
growth to the economy and expressed
the hope that government will share this
conviction. He said at the company's
yearly award for excellence: "We must
now hope that good sense will now
prevail and that necessary steps will be
taken to substantially deregulate the
economy, create a stable environment in
which business can be done and truly
liberate the private sector for leadership
of our economic revival."
Kolade says that Nigeria will need a
tremendous
strength
of
"national
purpose and will" to cope with the severe
external threats to its economy in 1995.
The threats include the declining oil prices
that
may
results
from
increased
production by oil producers, external debt
burdeft "which we are not able to service
in a çredible manner, and Nigeria's
withering international reputation."
34
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Kolade: Advocates deregulation
Kolade says that so far the government
has not given enough sign of seriousness.
"Unfortunately, our strength is being
drained away by high level of corruption
and indiscipline, and through a reckless
procession of annual budget deficits
which simply ensure that inflation will
maintain a painful strugglehold on our
economy."
Christopher Eze, managing director
of John Holt sees budget deficit as a major
problem which the government must
address decisively. "Government," he
told Newswatch, "must apply their minds
to balancing the budget, and not
encourage budget deficit." He also
advocated a return to full deregulation if
the economy is to regain its health.
Yomi Tokossi, managing director of:
First African Trust Bank, FATB, says white
economic regulation has not yet produced
the desired result, it may not be advisable
to again embrace full deregulation. "N o
economy
operates
100
percent
deregulation or regulation. I don't belie\re
in 100 percent regulation as you cannot
control what you do not have. It is better
to adopt a little to the right and a little to
the left with no total regulation or
deregulation," he said. Tokossi warns

that the government must avoid policies
that will help> to push recovery further
away. A 1995 budget based on
devaluation of the naira and a floating
interest rate will see "an economy with
too much naira and a medium interest
rate. Inflation will be astronomical,
(especially) as the government will put
more funds in the system via the political
process for the return power to the fourth
republic."
A western diplomat in Lagos
supported some of these positions last
week. He said that government efforts to
revive the economy will suffer if it fails to
allow the forces of demand and supply to
dictate the prices of goods and services
within t’he economy. He said that if the
government for instance fixed the
exchang e rate at N100 to $1, there would
still be problem for the economy because
fixed e xchange rates cannot be supported
in the market place for long. "Before long,
the naira will fall again," he said.
Meanwhile,
the
waiting
game
con tin ues, allowing government enough
time 'to buy support for its new economic
agenda. Anthony Ani, the acting finance
minister has already been to Washington
to sell the budget to the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund, IMF.
No indications emerged last week
whether or not he secured the
endorsement of the two bodies which is
crucial to the way the entire international
financial community will receive the
budget when it is finally presented.
If the bodies do not endorse the
controlled deregulation policy of the
government, they will at least support
plans for price reviews in the critical oil
sector. Newswatch learnt last week, that
there are plans to further raise prices of
petroleum products to the levels
originally announced October 1, before
Abacha brought them down. With that a
litre of petrol will sell for N15 instead of
Nil. The budget will also disclose
government's plans for the entire oil
sector. Oil industry officials said la st week
that the plank of government's actions in
that sector will be an emphasis on
exploration in the deep off-shore areas.
Although the plan will see government
withdrawing from direct investments in
such exploration activities, new fiscal
incentives will be announced for new
entrants into the business.
Reported by Moffat Ekoriko
and Jonah Achema.
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Rewards for
Excellence
By Jonah Achema
ORTY-FIVE STAFF OF CADBURY
Nigeria
Pic
have
been
rewarded by the company for their
contributions to the growth of the
company. Gabriel Olumuyiwa Onabote,
the business units manager for the food
drinks section won the coveted award for
excellence. The others were rewarded for
their long service to the company, having
put in between 10-30 years.
Onabote, 38, is a previous winner of
Cadbury's personal achievement award.
He won the company's highest award for
1994 for his "consistent engineering
acumen evident in local fabrication of
needed machine parts and tools, material
savings as well as sound managerial
ability in the execution of his tasks and
objectives."
Christopher Kolade, chairman of the
company, said the award was a
celebration of excellence, achievements
and successes within the Cadbury family.
He regretted that Nigeria has abandoned
excellence and was now paying dearly
for it. "We have seen a gradual
deterioration of the national economy
and in the quality of life in our country."
He said that Nigeria was now groping
"about as a nation, not knowing exactly
what policies we are going to run our
economy with and even when policies
are laid down, they are executed at the
national level with such persistent
inconsistency and indiscipline that we
may just well not have had those policies
in place."

Best Foot Forward
IGERIAN
TOBACCO
Company, NTC, has been
honoured by the Raw Material
Research and Development Council,
RMRDC, for its commitment to the
development and utilisation of local raw
materials. The award of excellence was
given at the just concluded Techno Expo
'94 organised by the RMRDC.
O A. Baptist, NTC's managing director,
says that the company's search for local
raw materials dates back to the 1930s when
locally grown tobacco was used as
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substitute for imported tobacco in ciga rette
manufacture. "Since then, the company
has as much as possible, looked inward for
the
raw
materials
used
in
its
manufacturing." He said 95 percent of it$
tobacco is grown locally, while 45 percent
of its packaging materials are produced
locally with the company's support.
"NTC fabricates spare parts locally for
its imported machinery; its woodfuel needs
are supplied by company owned tree
plantations,
while
research
and
development programmes area prominent
feature of the company's operations," says
Baptist.
However, NTC has closed down its
Ibadan factory and sacked more than 230
staff there. The company shut the plant
December 29 in response to the poor state
of the economy. It will now concentrate on
the Zaria factory, according to Baptist in a
letter he wrote to the National Union of
Foods, Beverages and Tobacco Employees.
Baptist said that the products of the
NTC were facing stiff competition in the
market place from imported cigarettes
which arrive the country at a far cheaper
ra te. He said that these imported cigarettes
now account for more than 50 percent
share of the market.
"In these circumstances, there can be
little economic justification for maintaining
two separate production units and it is
envisaged that the company will be better
able to respond to current and anticipated
competitive pressure by consolidating all
manufacturing operations in one factory
and
rationalising
its administrative
arrangements," he added.

Mega Profit
KO
HOSPITAL
HAS
announced a gross revenue of
N110 million for its operations in
1993. This represents an increase of 51.2
percent over the earning for 1992. Profit
before tax is N32.7 million, an increase of
57.1 percent over the N14 million recorded
in 1992.
Alex Eneli the company's chairman
says the results are impressive for a
company that has just gone to the capital
market. "This is because proceeds of the
sale of the shares came late in the year. So
the achievement was brought about largely
by its internally generated working
capital."
Eneli is, however, worried over the
fate of the medical sector because of its
generally slow growth in 1993. "Foreign

participation
in
multinational
pharmaceutical firms reduced as their
shareholdings were sold," he said adding
that "this divestment was a result of the
unfavourable economic climate."

Bad Year
HE 1993/94 FINANCIAL YEAR
was a bad one for Crystal
Bank. Its profit declined sharply,
while its gross earnings recorded only a
marginal growth.
Profit before tax fell from N80 million
to N37.9 million, while the profit after tax
declined from N63 million to N29.8 million.
Its gross earnings, however, rbse from
N480 million to N543, representing an
increase of 13 percent.
Zeb Abule, the bank's chairman
attributes the performance to lower
capacity utilisation, occasioned by the poor
economic situation, "while operating cost
remained high and on the increase, its
impact was to bring down profits," he
said.

T

Sunalot Lotto
UN
GAMES
AND
Entertainment, a new lottery
company in Lagos has introduced
a new lottery game. The game is called
Sunalot Lotto. Anthony Idigo, a deputy
director of the company, said in a statement
that winners will redeem their prizes
instantly and that each winner of a
millionaire ticket has a chance of winning
up to N2 million in a draw to be conducted
weekly on television.
Godwin Umeh, the deputy director in
charge of marketing told Newswatch that
the game is the most lucrative way of
spending leisure time. "When you feel like
resting, you. could pick up the cards and
begin to scratch." He said the company
will use the game to change the present
unenviable public perception of the lottery
industry. "We want to set an enviable
record in the industry. We are all aware of
the perception problem, which is why we
cannot afford to fail," he said.
Umeh said the company has put in
place viable structures that will enhance
its success. "The company has set up offices
in 16 states of the country and we have
made sure that our agents are crédible
people who will operate from. their
business outfits. "B
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Abacha’s Exit Date
IGERIA'S
MILITARY
leaders always seem to
have a rocky romance with
dates, especially dates on
which they have to say goodbye to power.
Not that it is any easier for civilian leaders
to say "goodbye," but since their tenure
is statutorily fixed, civilians do have an
idea when they must quit. As for soldiers,
they only know when they storm into the
seat of power on coup day,' they never
want to know when they should quit.
Talking about departure date is like
talking about death. Everyone knows he'll
die someday but no one wants to make it
a chit-chat subject at breakfast or dinner.
The Abacha government must be
going through some excruciating pain,
much like getting your tooth removed, at
this time that the nation is debating its
exit date. Since November 17,1993, when
the government came in, it has studiously
avoided naming when it'd complete its
job and hand over the baton of power to
an elected civilian government. But Jerry
Gana, information minister, and Olu
Onagoruwa, (then) justice minister, had
said that the government was shying
away from naming its terminal date so as
to avoid the mistakes of the past because
as Onagoruwa put it, "Nigerians hold
firm to commitments."
True, Nigerians hold firm to
commitments and this seems to make
our military governments uncomfortable,
apparently because they'd prefer a target
(date) that perpetually moves. True,
Nigerians had tried to hold Yakubu
Gowon to the announced terminal date
and when he tried some tricks as a way of
wriggling out of the commitment, he was
shown the way out by force. Not willing
to swallow a dose of its own poison, the
Murtala/Obasanjo government gave a
date and honoured it, proving that they
were officers and gentlemen.
However, the Muhammadu Buhari
government simply kept mum on its exit
date for the entire twenty (20) months
that it stayed L. power, which is why
Ibrahim Babangida, Buhari's successor,
made the political transition programme
a major plank of his government's
activities. But with the passage of time
and the sweetness of power, Babangida
forgot the cardinal lesson of Gowon's
and Buhari's overthrow and served the
nation with a rotten diet of broken
promises which led to his unceremonious,
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Abacha's agenda
must be limited to the
peaceful transfer of
political power
and some would say, ignominious exit
from Aso Rock. Babangida may put up a
brave face today and tell Nigerians he
regrets nothing he did while in power
but deep within him he'd have preferred
to leave office when the ova tion was loud.
Now, it is Sani Abacha's turn to take
the historic decision on when to say that
lonely word, "goodbye." Several months
back, at several occasions, officials of this
administration had often said it was the
business of the constitutional conference
to fix the exit date of the government.
Lateef Jakande, the government's political
gladiator in the south-west, had said a
few months back that the "conference
will fix the tenure of the government."
The head of state himself had said at the
inaugural session of the conference last
June that "we (the military regime) are
waiting for the conference to tell us when
to go."
Now the conference has told the
government that January 1,1996, would
be just a nice day to say goodbye. From
what one reads in the papers, the
government is not rolling out the drums
in readiness for a dance but is, in fact,
rolling its sleeves in readiness for a fight.
By January 1,1996, the govern nient would
have been in power for two years and six
weeks. The conference thinks that's long
enough for the government to execute its
agenda. The government apparently
thinks that is not long enough for the
execution
of
its
yet-to-be-declared

agenda. Military leaders do nothave fixed
tenures for their political role is not
recognised in the constitution. So in
practice, a military leader stays in power
for as long as he can or until he gets bored
or until he drops dead or until he solves
all the world's problems or until someone
throws him into the refuse can of
dethroned sit-tight rulers.
Abacha has two clear choices. One, to
go on January 1,1996, as recommended
by the conference or two, to stay longer
than January 1,1996. If he accepts January
1,1996, he'd be acting in consonance with
the decision of the conference and perhaps
the wishes of many Nigerians. If he
decides to prolong his stay beyond the
conference's preferred exit date, he'll be
acting in accordance with his military
conscience and perhaps the wishes of
some Nigerians in and out o'f government.
The decision as to when to go is
Abacha's. In fact, the only important
programme that the Abacha government
can truly, genuinely deal with now is
setting up of an elected civilian
government. The economy, which is
equally important but is in the doldrums,
can never recover under a military
govern ment because of the sanctions and
other roadblocks that the western powers
have put on Nigeria's way and the
frivolity, recklessness and lack of
accountability that often attend economic
management under military regimes.
Abacha's agenda must, of necessity, be
limited to the peaceful transfer of political
power, nothing more, nothing less. This
transfer of power can be accomplished
within one year or within ten (10) years.
It's a matter of choice.
Reading the newspapers, one finds
the self-serving views of several political
chameleons who are offering unsolicited
advice on what mountains the govern
ment must climb before handing over. At
present, the government's tentative
political programme is limping behind
schedule. By the 30th of last month, the
government was expected to release the
new constitution. That constitution has
not even been submitted to the Provisi
onal Ruling Council yet. And if the
government bows to the pressure to create
more states and local governments, or
simply decides to pull out its bag of tricks,
then we'll have to wait for quite a long
while for that long-denied "goodbye."
I hope not H
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PASSAGES

Adieu
Two respected Nigerians Ojetunji Aboyade
and Dennis Osadebey are dead
-

-

By Jossy Nkwocha
E WAS ONE OF THOSE
you thought would be
around for a long time. For
three decades, Ojetunji
Aboyade, a professor of economics and
former vice-chancellor of the Obafemi
Awolowo
University
(formerly
University of Ife) was a respected voice
on the nation's economic scene. His
sudden death December 31 created a
national feeling of shock and loss. He was
63 years old.
Aboyade,
whose
last
public
appointment was the chairmanship of
the Presidential Advisory Committee,
PAC, a seven-man think-tank set up
during the administration of Ibrahim
Babangida, former president and a retired
general, died on New Year's eve, after he
complained of being feverish. Aboyade
was known for his strong convictions on
economic and political matters. A
traditionalist at heart, Aboyade believed
in home grown solutions for national
economic problems. During the debate
on whether or not Nigeria should take a
loan from the International Monetary
Fund, IMF, Aboyade insisted that a loan
from the international agency would
create distortions in the economy. Besides,
he argued, the country would be under
neo-colonial influence.
In the conviction that locally
prescribed measures should be applied
to the economic problems of the times,
Aboyade became one of the originators
of
the
much-maligned
Structural
Adjustment Programme, SAP. Last week,
Akin Mabogunje, a professor and
chairman of the board of trustees,
National Merit Award Committee, said
Aboyade was misunderstood on SAP.
"The concept of SAP as seen by Professor
Aboyade, who was a renowned World
Bank adviser and also an expert in micro
economics, aimed basically at self-reliance
for the country," he said. Bola Ige, former
governor of Oyo State, who described
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Aboyade as one of the finest brains the
country ever had, said he was a man
"who was always objective in his advice
whether or not you took it." This was
reflected in Aboyade's disagreement with
former President Babangida on the
creation of states. He had argued then
that "the more states you create, the
weaker the states became and the stronger
the centre. If you create six or ten more
states, come five years, there will be
another round of states creation." Such
statements stood Aboyade out as a man
who had vision. Babangida ignored his
advice and created nine more states in
1991. Now the country is witnessing
another round of agitation for the creation
of at least 14 more states.
Like his economic principles which
he always insisted will favour the
ordinary folks, Aboyade was an
unrepentant supporter of a peopleoriented government at the grassroots
level. He wanted the creation of more
local government areas instead of states.
He called for the creation of a fourth tier
of government to enhance even develop-

Aboyade: Visionary

ment at the community level. Even in the
educational sector, he foresaw the current
crises in the university system. In 1990,
he contended that Nigeria did not need
more than six universities. According to
him, Nigeria had no economic structure
to support the present proliferation of
universities.
Bom in Awe, Oyo State on September
9,1931, Aboyade attended First Baptist
Day School; Baptist Boys High School,
Abeokuta; the University of Hull,
England;
and
Penbroke
College,
University of Ca mbridge, England, where
he obtained doctorate in Economics in
1960.
He has, since then, been involved with
different administrations. Between 1961
and 1962, he was an adviser on National
Income Accounting at the Federal Office
of Statistics, FOS, and economic adviser,
federal ministry of economic develop
ment from 1962 to 1963. Between 1969
and 1970, he was head of Economic
Planning Unit of the federal ministry of
economic development and reconstruc
tion and from 1973 to 1978, a director,
National Income Survey.
During his tenure as vice-chancellor
of the University of Ife, from 1975 to 1979,
Aboyade found time in 1977 to give
Nigeria a revenue allocation formula
which the Shehu Shagari administration
threw away because it considered it "too
technical." In 1985, General Babangida
appointed him chairman of the committee
on Review of Counter-trade and later,
chairman of the Presidential Advisory
Committee, the think-tank on the
formulation and monitoring of the
administration's policies.
Throughout last week, the Aboyade's
Arigidi Street, Bodija, Ibadan residence,
remained a beehive of activities as
members of the academic community,
government
officials,
friends
and
relations of the family paid their last
respect to the deceased before his
remains were buried last Friday at Awe,
his home town. That was after a lying-instate at Trenchard Hall, University of
Ibadan and a commemoration service at
the Church of Resurrection of the
university. Aboyade is survived by his
wife, Beatrice Olabimpe Aboyade, a
professor and four children.
Aboyade's death came five days after
that of Dennis Chukwudebe Osadebey,
one of the icons of Nigeria's Independence
movement and former premier of the
defunct Mid-Western Region. Osadebey,
a committed democrat, died at 83 without
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